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in an effort lo prove how much food is wasted at
IMU, Community Service-Learning provides a
study at D-hall to show the numbers.

Students abandon their George Foreman Grills to set the
table for a new tradition — pre-Thanksgiving dinner with

IMU faces Northeastern University Saturday with
hopes of sending its seniors off with a win, while contin-

IMUfriends.

uing its success for the future.

James Madison University
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Program places faculty in dorms
senior writer
This year, JMU has taken teacherstudent interaction a step beyond the
classroom — into the dorm room.
Since the tall semester began, Suad
Cox, a College of Business professor,
has been living on the first floor of
Chesapeake Hall.
The Faculty Members in
Residence Program, which
was
introduced by the Office of Residence

Life, situates faculty members in dormitories in an effort to make them
more approachable and help them
learn more about the students' lives.
"The best way to get a true picture
is to go where the students live," said
Cox, the program's first participant.
"The FMIR is an adviser, mentor and a
friend to the students."
The program's creator, Maggie
Burkhart-Evans, director of ORL,
wanted to promote a sense of community in residence halls — especially in

Mostly sunny
Hie>:S8
Low: 38

Rain floods parking lot
KRYA PAPAF1IV
tewiir fih«t>triiphrr

Professor living in Chesapeake Hall is first participant in project
BY KRISTY NICOLICH

Today:

Heavy rain
Wednesday
caused water to
rise, In Cl Lot on
Grace Street,
flooding cart In
the rear of the
parking lot.

freshman dormitories.
Burkhart-Evans hopes to focus on
"helping freshman students in a real
and concrete way by integrating living and learning," according to an
FMIR press release.
The major goals of the program are
"to help freshmen transition, increase
faculty awareness of student concerns
land] bridge formal academic training
with personal growth opportunities,"
see DORMS, page 5

Staff copes
with losses
after blaze
BY STEPHEN ATWELL

assistant news editor
By
Monday morning,
di"pjrtments with offices in the
Financial Services Building
began to assess the damage of
from Sunday night's fire.
Judy Powell, the building's
coordinator and a Finance
Office administrative assistant.
was asleep at the time of the
fire and was one of the first
people notified of the blaze.
"I wonder if this is a
dream — that is your first
Reaction/' Powell said.
Powell promptly called
John Knight, Finance Office
vice president, at his home at
about midnight.
Knight then drove to the site
of the fire. He said he was
amazed that the building
caught fire so quickly and the

there, the fire spread into the attic
above the second floor and into
other wings of the building.
Most of the damage, he said, is
associated with electrical equipment
lost in the fire.
Hilton said he thought damages
"were certainly substantial."
To fund the replacement of computers and materials, as well as
rebuilding costs, Hilton said that
JMU will file a claim with the Office

Charlie King, senior vice
president of Administration
and Finance, met with two
Administration and Finance
assistant vice presidents
Monday around 1 a.m. They
made the decision to call the
employees that night and tell
them they didn't need to
come into work later that day.
They also met at 8 a.m. to discuss the steps that needed to
be taken in order to become
operational again.
King and the assistant vice
presidents met with the supervisors of each department —
Facilities Management, Space
Management, JMU Police,
Telecom and Information
Technology' — to get new computers and have them set up.
They dealt with prioritizing
what needed to be done first,
and where the offices could be
put. Space had to be assigned

see CAUSE, page 5

see LOSSES, page 5

Pl>*» bv DREW WILSON/«mMrphan/mpliti
After a fire gutted the Financial Services Building late Sunday night, firefighters and workers spent most of
Monday searching for a cause, estimating the damage and trying to salvage equipment and belongings.

Electrical short cause of fire
Extension cord in doctor's office sparked blaze, according to fire chief
BY KELLY JASPER
news editor
With an estimated half-million
dollars in damage, Sunday night's
fire in the Financial Services
Building was determined to have
been caused by an electrical short
in the waiting room of a doctor's
office, according to the Harrisonburg Fire Department.
An extension cord, which fed
power to a lamp in the southwest
comer of the room, sparked and

set a couch in the room on fire,
according to Harrisonburg Fire
Chief Larry Shifflett
Dr John Eagle, a local psychiatrist, was one of two doctors who
rents office space from JMU. It was in
his office on the second floor of wing
four where the fire originated.
The university bought the medical complex in 1998 and continued
to honor the leases of the doctors,
according to Fred Hilton, director of
Media Relations.
Shifflett said a thorough inspec-

SGA elects
new speaker
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

SGA reporter

The Student Government Association had a
guest speaker this week, and elected a new
speaker of the house. The Senate also held a
Constitutional Convention, which passed two
amendments to its constitution.
Jesse F. Ferguson, the
executive director of
Virginia-21, spoke to the
Senate about the coalii
i. ■
tion's mission.
"We want to approach people and say vou
can get active and change things that affect
you," Ferguson said.
The object of Virginia-21 is to get students
involved In Richmond and politics, according to Ferguson.
Virginia-21's chairman, James E. Ukrop, said,
"Virginia-21 is an action tank (It) promotes
political engagement among young adults on
issues related to education, economic opportunity and'quality of life."
SGA became involved with Virginia-21 in
order to help support its petition to increase the
funds that go lo Virginia state universities
see SGA. page 4

tion of the building Monday pointed
to a short circuit as the cause of the
fire "It probably then set other flammables on fire. It could have been
spread by carpet, paneling or
books," he said.
The spark led to temperatures in
excess of 2,000 degrees, he said,
and wood bums at temperatures of
400 to 600 degrees.
As the fire spread throughout
the room, a front window collapsed, allowing more oxygen to
fuel the fire, Shifflett said. From

Pholit countty of
UK HUH CMtr
Brian LaBarr.
20, (Ned June 1
In his homstown
of Allendale.
N.J. A memorial
service for
LaBarr wHI be
held Saturday.

Service to remember student's life
BY KELLY JASPER

news editor
An undetected heart condition claimed the life of a rising
junior this summer, and, in his
honor, a memorial service will
be held Saturday.
Brian LaBarr, a 20-year-old
business major, passed away
June 1 in his hometown of
Allendale. N.J.

The memorial service will
begin at 3 p.m. in the PC
Ballroom. Junior Michelle
Cary, an apartment male of
LaBarr, planned the event
with friends. She said the
memorial is being held this
week because many of his
friends were not able to make
il to the funeral in New
Jersey over the summer.
AU staff, faculty, peers and

students are invited to the
memorial, which will allow an
open floor for people to speak,
in addition to a slide show
accompanied by music.
Cary described the memorial as "just a way of getting
everyone together who loved,
knew or was affected by
Brian's life and/or his passing
see REMEMBER, pages

Students, faculty conduct smoking experiment
BY KATIE CHIRGOTIS

contributing writer
Working with five student
volunteers, a research team
wrapped up its study last week
on the effectiveness of holism
methods vs. conventional methods to stop smoking.
While research results have not
been compiled yet, the researchers
say they're optimistic.
Two psychology professors
— Cheryl Talley and Aashir
Nasim — along with trained

acupuncturists
Janice
Piedmont and Tracy Koblish
and a team of graduate and
undergraduate students from
the school of psychology conducted a three-week long experiment involving JMU student
volunteers who smoked.
The
use
of
auricular
acupuncture, where pins are
applied to the cars, is gaining
ground in the medical field .is ,i
method to stop addictions ranging from nicotine to heroin.
Yearly, the Virginia Tobacco

Company sets aside money for
purposes dictated by the state,
I.ille\ Mid. Virginia deemed part
of the money lo go toward
research on prevention and cessation of smoking.
Nasim and Talley said they
share a mutual interest on the
MaMtCt and teamed up to apply
for money for research involving the younger population
The topu started as .1 studv ot
cigarette smoking as a gateway to
hardcore-drug use, which was
too broad, according to Talley. It

then was changed to comparing
addiction treatments — conventional versus holistic — a subject
familiar to Talley through her
involvement in the Blue Ridge
Mind Body Spirit Coalition.
The coalition focuses on communication, education, and the
development
of
healing
approaches in all aspects of the
human experience.
Talley and Nasim then "went to
the literature" Talley said, and
seeSTVDY.pageA
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A memorial service will be held for junior Brian LaBarr .it 3
p m in the PC Ballroom. I aBarr passed away from an undetected heart condition over the summer. Tor more information
B m.11I Michelle dry Mutryml.

The Office of Off C.impus Life will hold .1 roomm.ito mixer
for people to come and meet potential roomm.itt**. in bylot
Down Under, room 112, from 3 to 4:10 p.m. For more
information e-mail gatesae.

The |MU men's club basketball team will play at UREC at

The University Program Board will sponsor Think List.'
a 90-minute kittle ot wits in the CoUtU Center Grand
Ballroom at 10 p.m. For more information conted leremv
Parades at x8-7822.

The Madison Dante Club and the Breakdancing Club will
perform in Godwin Gym at 2 p.m. For more information
e-mail Christine Chin .it Jim2im.

11

In other matters, campus police
report Ihe Mowing:

Sunday, Nov. 23

Property Damage
An unknown person(s) damaged
a glass window on the south end
ot the Godwin bus shelter Nov.
18between 2and 3:50am. A
Sallow board that was part ot a
arncade was thrown into the
window causing n lo shatter.
A JMU student reported damage
to the front bumper and left and
right front tenders of a vehicle in
R3 Lot between Nov 13 at 10
a.m. and Nov 14 at 3 p.m.

STYLE

Thanksgiving traditions
Heel reflections: "EIT
All things literary
Reterences to Salvador
Dah Make Me Hot" review

13
13
14

A JMU student reported the driver
side mirror broken off and left
hanging by the cables on a
vehicle in R2 Lot Nov. 15
between 1 and 10 a.m.

14

SPORTS

Football to play Northeastern

a:

mining events to the
DAYS I

17

tStephenatfl
, tothcisMledotpyou wouWHkeyuurcvini
to be published. Pie** try to limit the rvent description to no more (ho

m mi KT A REEDED/
1 1 ».,./, nuimPom
Frozen tor all the
world to tee into lt»
mouth, a hungry
hippopotamus
stands Inside a
display at the new
mammal hall In
Washington, D.C.'s
Museum ol Natural
History. The new
exhibit took 300
scientists, design
era and taxedermitts and over $30
million to renovate
the hall which
opened last week.

WEATHER
Today

J

Mostly Sunny
High 58 Low 38

Friday
Mostly Sunny
62/43

Sunday
Parity Cloudy
66/49

Saturday

Monday

Partly Cloudy
66/44

Few Showers
61/38

CONTACT INFORMATION
The Breeze Is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Harrisonburg community
Comments and complalnls should be addressed to Drew Wilson editor

MARKET WATCH
As oldoae on WMmday No. 20.2003

+ 66.30

AMEXflB
-3.82

dose 9690 46

dose: 1088.76

DOW JONES

NASDAQ

+ 17.90

+ 8.29

dose 1899 65

dose 1042 44

Logan J. Wood, 20. ot Nokesville,
was arrested and charged with
petty larceny, assault ot a police
olfioBr, obstruction ol justice and
possession of a concealed
weapon on South Main Street
Nov. 15 at 227 a.m.

6t30p.ni

The physics department will sponsor a planetarium show in the
Wells Hanetanum in Miller Hall at 7 p.m. For more information
contact the physics department at x8-6HW.

FOCUS
D-hall waste

Saturday, Nov. 22

I.n lor !>>wn Umlor will hold an oivn mic poetry night frum 8
to 11 p.m I or morv infomwhon contact Sh.in ScofiHd at <H-2H0n
Friday, Nov. 21

LEISURE
Comics
Crossword
Horoscopes

Thursday, Nov. 20

MaMng address:
Tltt Bretit
GiAnthony-SeegsrHsl
Msceeos
r H Menon UnfcenA
Hamsonburg, vnania 22007
Phone: (540) SW6127 Fas: (MO) 56W736
E-Mail address: the DrteieQ/nu edu
Breeje Net: nnp/Arw* theorem org

Section phone numbers
style J*3I5I
«M041
OprvorVFocus: KB-3646
Sports xB-6709
HtoMtatNoi (MM

R.CK>«onlet
AngaMcWhoner

Bustness/Technolofly
Donna Dunn

Need a Sunday Morning Break?
"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."

MISSION
The Breeze the
student-run newspaper
of James Madison
University, serves student and faculty readership by reporting
news involving ktw
campus and local
community. The
Breeze strives to be
impartial and fair In Its
reporting and fWmty
believes in its First
•V'Hjnjrnin! rtflP

FUN FACT

of the Day

The Yellow River
in China has flooded
more than 1,500 times
in the last 1,800 years.
In 1931, It flooded and
killed 3.7 million people.

Grand Larceny
A JMU student reported the
larceny of four wheels and tires
from a car in R1 Lot Nov. 17
between 12:30 and 3:30 a.m.
Petty Larceny
A JMU staff member reported the
larceny of a container with $30 in
change from the Convocation
Center between Oct. 14 and
Nov. 14.
A JMU student reported the
larceny of a fleece jacket
containing keys and a pair of
Stoves from UREC Nov. 4
t-lween 10.15 a.m. and 1 p.m.
A JMU student reported the
larceny of the front license plate oft
a vehicle in the parking deck Nov
15 between 1 a.m. and 1 p.m.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25 49

ADVERTISING STAFF
Ads Manage.
Lauren Kmetski
Assistant Ads
Manager
MattLastner
Ad Executives:
KnstenEgan
Steve Doherty
RyanFagan
Elizabeth Harrow
letalpj. uapkaiv

ROBERT

ClaasMsda
Manager
I ■
r
Ad Designers:
Beverly Kitchens
Usa Marietta
JoanMassaro
James Matareee
Jan Wpedasrt

F.

CLASSIFIEDS
■ He* to place a classified: Come lo
The Breeze office weekdays between 8
am and 5 pm
■ Cost S3 00 tor the first 10 words. S2
lor each additional 10 words: boxed
classified. $10 per column inch.
■ Deadlines: neon Friday tor Monday
issue, noon Tuesday lor Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be paid m advance
in The Breeze office.

KEEFER

We provide an atmosphere to assist you in

The Law Office of Robert F. Keefer. Esq.. P.L.C.

realizing your own spiritual path.

rkeefcia kccfercard.com
The rhomas I larrison I louse
FREE
30 W Bmce Street
.CONSULTATION
Harrisonburg, \ \ 22801
\\u\\ kccfcrcard com

For further information about JMU campus meetings,
contact Merle Wenger mrfurn@msn.com

Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE
http://HUUweb.org

Phone:867-0073

$4.99 a Foot

Sunday Worship 10:30 AM

4pm - Midnight

540.433.6906
Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catharine Sluaher, MD Louis E. Nelson, III, MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD Jason K. Gentry, MD
Maribeth P. Loynei, MD Sherry L. Mongold, FNP
Arc pleated to announce

Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
Will be joining their practice ofObttetriet and Oynecology
September 1, 2003
533 University Blvd • 574-3072
1825 S Main St. • 574-3178
798 E Market St 433-6200

AM ES

(6401 434-3831
18001 545-3348

C

J . M S*
anticji

"W'hrrr jMtl buyi tit rnrfAgemtnl rings"

75 Court Square, 'Harrisonburg
{Jfat to <Ban^OfAmerica)
433-1833

netothe

InterVarsity Christain FellowshipLarge Group Meeting
November 21st
7p.m. in HHS 2301
for more irrformatioa contact Katie Wells. wellskeMjmu.edu
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Bargain battles

NEWS

Publishers are fighting against the reselling of used books at universities,
since it is hurting their profits.

"Everything he discovered about painting
was self-taught."
JOHN BELL

Blue Ridge Community College

Publishers
confront
used book
market

AROUND

SGA encourages students to sign e-petltion
I hi- Student Government
Association is encouraging .students to sign an electronic petition asking Virginia tor more
funding for higher education.
This petition will go to the
State Legislature in Richmond.
Today and tomorrow, the
SGA "will have computer stations set up in the Warren Post
Office area so that students may
quickly and easily sign the petition, and help other students
across the state realize then
goals of better funding for higher education," according to a
press release from the SGA.
This petition is part of the
Virginia 21 campaign.
For more information on
\ irginia 21, visit its Web site at
unmivirgttm2txvg.
POf more information on
the SGA visit its V\V.
sga. jmu.edu.

CHALLENGE
Community Service-Learning,

{inept. Opala, JMU faculty
memebcr, will appear Sunday
at 8 p.m. on National
Geographic'*
"Ultimate
ExpkHvr" pn>gram
This will explore the
recent events in 1 iberia and
will look at Opala's arehaeological research in Sierra
leone, according to a No\ 19
press release from JMU new s

Salvation Army needs
turkeys for Thanksgiving
llarrisonburg's branch of
The Salvation Army is holding
its annual Turkey Drive
As of Tuesday, it has collected
352 turkeys, but its goal is 900
before Thanksgiving so it can
make its Thanksgivng distribution. The Salvation Army also
needs 700 turkeys to distribute
for its Christnus Distnbution.
Turkeys can be dropped
off at Sheet; Gas Station.
One will get a $5 gas card for
each turkey donation and a
chance to win in a drawing
for a color television donated
bom | iffy Lube.
Donors needed for this
Sunday's blood drive
A blood drive will be held
Sunday from •* a.m. to 1 p.m.
The blood drive ll KM
Rockingham
Memorial
Hospital it the Asbury
United Methodist Church.
One can sign up for a lime
slot at 578-0057 or just show up
during the went
Sandwiches and aoodlct
are provided.

asifoii
Ban on gay marriage
unconstitutional in Mass.
WASHINGTON
D.C.
iknishl Rulder Tribune) —
1
M.INNH liust-U. . N\.in»' tlx- lif-l
st.itr !<■ '.rn.t'h tin l.-^ll himiTs
lOa] lTl.il ri.-i;i' when it-, highest
court rukil Tuesday that such
pmhibittoas irv "incompatible"
with the principle. <rf personal
hwdom and equality found in
Int'StoHe's constitution
The ruUngi coupled with
the U.S. Supreme Court's
racanl dactsion to stttica
down bans on gay sex, marks
,i Ittal waliTshed thai some
scholars say is as import.int
isladon on civil
rights ,MI.I itinj; rights was
to blacks it DM \IH)~
It tossed fuel on an alir.uk
ina-ndiary argument over OM
of Amenta s most lontentkms
issues. Religious conservative
groups and Republican lawmakers vowed to pursue an
.iimndment to the U.S.
Constitution to ban gay marriage. The debate seems certain
to rage Into led v..»'s pfsatdi-ntial lampiigns.
while iv sidem Gaorgt W,
Bush repeatedly has voiced
opposition |. .-,n m image, the1
Democratic presidential ..null
dales an'oui~|s,k,-n.i,K„.it,-s
of gay rights.

Goal:
to collect th

s of food

Student Ambassadors,
Spread the
Panhellenic Council,

cheer this time
of year!

Interfraternity Council

Faculty member to
appear on television

R. GATSOS
The Cavalier Daily

BY SARAH

Where:
food can be dropped off at
the SGA office, CS-L office,
the Festival and the commons

and Student Government Association

will be collecting food
for the Patchwork Pantry.

When:
through Friday, Nov. 21

As the fall semester draws
to a close and University of
Virginia students begin to sell
and purchase books, textbook
publishers continue in their
ongoing battle with the used
book market for sales.
Jeremy Hunt, manager of
the independent Student Book
Store on the Comer, said that
while sales vary from semester
to semester, most students buy
used books. He said in order to
cut costs, students purchase
used textbooks for 75 percent
of the publisher's price
The students' option of purchasing used books, however,
creates pmblems for the publishing industry, Hunt said.
"Publishers are in the
business of making money, so
they are opposed to used
books," Hunt said.
While
students
are
attracted to the lower prices
of used books, they are not
aware that buying used
books prevents the publishers from holding

MAW 'l'HOI/!nTi»i,-.n*nr

s«- ECONOMICS, page 4

New bill may affect teaching
of foreign policy at colleges
BY JOLF.NL HULL

font) State Daily
A bill passed by the U.S.
House of Representatives
could change the way college curriculum is taught in
,m effort ti» heighten undents'
participation
in
homeland security.
The terrorist attacks of Sept.
U, 2001, paved the way for the
imptisihon of various homeland
security measures. One of these
measures is the USA Patriot Act,
which was enacted to combat
terrorism. The U.S. House of
Representatives passed the
International Studies in Higher
Education Act. According to the
-ill I IK. 3077, the legislation
reauthorizes international and
foreign language studies programs under Titk' VI of the
Higher Fducation Act.
Title VI ot the Higher
Education Act provides support
for | critically important gnmp
of pn>grams at colkges and universities that work to advance
knowledge of world n-gions.
encourage the study of foreign
languages and train Americans
to have international expertise
and understanding to fulfill
pressing national security needs.
The IntiTnational Studies in
Higher Education Act would
update the programs under
Titk1 VI to reflect national security needs in the post-Sept. 11
era, as well as the current international climate.
rlR 3077, which was
authored by Rep. Pete Hoekstra,

in the '50s and before with
President John Adams when
he passed the Alien and
Sedition Acts.''
AshliH'k Slid OM rationale
for H.R. 3077 is the lack of
Arabic-speaking Americans
available to be translators and
Bptef. He suggested teaching
foreign language in elemental schools as a way to remedy the problem
If the law is passed as a bill,
one way for universities to
reject the mandate is to ivtiise
federal funding, Aehlodc Hid
If that wen1 the Case, I university such as Iowa State would
have to look for funding from
the central administration, and
possibly raise tuition, he said
Iowa
State
receives
question of whether $122,292,000
in federal funding
we should be teaching each year for contracts and gift
grants, said Carol Yanda, man... how to become part ager of accounting and reportin the contmller's office. In
of homeland security. ing
addition, the university also
receives
annual federal fund— Steffen Schmidt
lows. Stale University professor ing of SHUWI.uiO allocated to
the Agricultural Experimental
Station and the Cooperative
Extension S |
n Schmidt, professor
Dan AshJock. associate pn>
h-ssor of mathematics at Iowa of political science, said the
State Unisersitv. Hid H.R 3077 bill stems from the Sept. 11
directly will affect ton
terrorist attacks.
"The H.R 3077 comes on
guage and international studies
departments at Iowa State it it || the heels of the World Trade
initiated as a law. He said pnv Center attacks, so now there's
posals similar to H.R. 3077 have this question of whether we
should be leeching rtodenu
tailed in the past
"This has been tried twice how to become part of homebefore/ Ashhxrk said. "It was
sir BILL, page 4
tried during the McCarthy en

R-Mich., was approved by a
voice vote with bipartisan support in September.
The Select Education
Subcommittee heard from
witnesses in July on the
importantr erf international
■nd Foreign language studies
in higher education. In particular, witnesses stressed that
the programs not only enrich
knowledge and undcrvtand
ing, but also play a central
role in training niolfeelnnill
with the expertise needed to
fulfill national security needs.

-ii
... now there's this

— 9?

Lethal injection?

J\MLS A PARCI ll//hf WUxhn,

Steve Rucket, a registered nuraa, sacond from right, at the National Instttuta of Health, prepares
for ha> injection. He It one of onry two people who have volunteered to be pert of the Ebota Virus
I effort With Mm are NIH doctors Barney Graham (seated) and Gary Mabel, left

NATASHA \AVY\KJMqffphHtHtruplifr

John Ball, visiting professor from Blue Ridge Community
College, discusses the life of artist Vincent Van Gogh.

Life of famous
artist examined
Visiting professor discusses
painter's symbolism, popularity
BY NATHAN CHIANTF.LLA

staff writer
Examining Vincent Van
Gogh's lack of popularity
during his lifetime. JMU's
I ifolong Learning Institute
bYown-Fiag Lecture Series
sponsored a speaker luesday.
John Bell, a profess..r at
Blue Ridge Community
College, spoke on Van
Gogh i M years as a
painter Bell also
is a
painter,
according
to
Sharon Bloomquist, BOCttl
chair of the I I I
"Much is known about
Van Gogh thanks to his pn>litic letter writing," Hell laid
Fven mine is known about
the painter for his many selfportraits. Which -Kt somewhat like an autobiography.
Hell added.
"Painting was work to
Van Gogh — he saw his lite as
an artist much like manual
labor, "Bell said.
Though Van Gogh's
paintings were rich in
symbolism, Bell said that
they were deemed too
sloppy by the public at
the time and, therefore.
were unpopular.
While Van Gogh sold only
OM painting over the course
of his lite, the most expensive
painting ever to be sold in an
RUCtion was a Van Gogh,
according to Bell.
According to wicw.vtw
goghgalleru.com, Van Gogh
sold his painting "The
Red Vineyard " This is the
only painting in which

there is evidence of him
selling; however, there
may be others.
"Vincent Van Gogh never
wanted to be a student." Bell
said. "Everything he discovered about painting was
■elf-taught"
Bell traveled Europe
much the same way Van
Gough did over the course
Ol His life.

-6 6
... he saw his life as
an artist much like
manual labor.
John Hell
visiting professor from Blue Ridge
Commimily Center

•*—
"Mery where I stood. I
tried t0 imagine why he
would go there and what he
would see." Bell said. Bell
called Van Gogh's travels
benetu lal, as he was able to
discuss painting with other
artists and peers.
Bell's trip took him from
England to France, as well as
IV'Iguim and the Netherlands.
According to director
Nancy Grembi, the LLI
sponsors non-credit classes
to people over 50 years old
twice a semester. The
Institute's programs range
from lectures to intergenerational programs to trips.
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ECONOMICS: Students
prefer to purchase used books
EiOSOMICS, from pageS
down the costs of future
textbooks,
according
to
)udith I'latt, spokesperson
lor
the
Association
of
American Publishers.
"Students perceive them to
be a bargain. Plan said. "The
author who wrote the book
and the publisher who made it
■i reality do not get any of [the
pmfits). It is ,i business, so \\ |j
expected to earn profit to stay
in business I his is not a
monopoly It is the most highly
competitive industry. They are
in iutthro.it competition."
I aura Nakoneczby, director
of public relations at the
National Association of College
Stores, said to reduce the cost of
textbooks, the association promotes used books
"College stores do everything they can to put used
books on the shelves,"
N.ikoneczby said.
The economic principle ol
supplv and demand explains
the cost ot textbooks. Hart said.
Ihere is a limited market
tor textbooks,'
IMatt said.

"Publishers are limited to the
number of students taking a
course. It's finite."
Compiling textbooks also is
an expensive endeavor, which
adds to the cost of the books.

College stores do
everything they can to
put used books
on the shelves.
— Laura Nakoneczby
Director of public relations at (tic
National Association of College Stores

->9
Birthing a textbook is a
complex process," Platt said.
"Publishers spend more than
$1 million before a singlecopy is sold."
Buying used book> b difficult because of the frequency of new editions which
generally
are
published

about every three years,
Hunt said.
"With the escalating r.itr ot
new editions, the book a student
has now does not have a lot of
value," she said. "As publish.!-.
increase the rate of new editions, mow new books arc sold
than used books."
Another factor driving up
textbook costs is packages
which include CD ROMs,
Internet passwords and stiulv
guides. Publishers purportedly use the packages to -till.- the
used book market.
Hunt said publishers persuade professors to require
that
students
purchase
Packages, which result in
igher costs.
Then' needs to be more
communication between faculty and students about aggregate costs of books and help
the students to us** them effecI'latt said.
The
College
Store
Association currently is working with publishers to make
them aware of students
needs, Nakoneczby said.

BILL: New legislation debated
BitJ.,
ptgt$
"" from'■ W-*
"The effort is to make professors ttach more what the
government considers to be
Live values to make them
more patriotic."
I he federal government
would have professors build in
uirriculum that would allow
students to understand how to
be pttHid of and defend the
United States. Schmidt arid
The federal go\ eminent may
s<v .i eollege course in US. foreign policy, where policv is
examined and possibly scrutinized .is ,1 Anal to homeland
security, Schmidt said.
I here is an anti-global criticism ot American foreign policy th.it potentially leads to
spreading anti-Americanism. '
Schmidt Mid.
Schmidt said any time
the
federal
government

mnnpv r«
oivPc money
gives
to «,
an IMMIH.
institution, it's "for a purpus.
There's no such thing as "free"
government money, he said.
Schmidt said academic institution support for H.R. 3077 will
depend on whether the institution agrees with how the federal
government is asking it to
spend the money.
"If [administration, faculty
and staff] like- and agree with
those federal mandates — like
teaching about something that
matches our own personal values, like diversity — we have no
problem with initiating those,"
Schmidt said.
"However, if (the government) tells us how to do
something with the money
that we consider to be an
interference of our freedoms
and essentially an interference with our rights as intel-

!«.»,.,I. we
...„ don't
JM-a like
111
lectuals,
o
want that," he said. •
During the Cold War, language centers across the
United States, which were
designed to teach foreign language,
applied
for and
received large sums of federal
funding, Schmidt said The
money given spccilk.illv was
aimed at lighting communism
It's almost like a new
Cold War, but over Middle
Eastern terrorism," Schmidt
said. "In a way, it's the MOM
discussion all over again, the
question being — should we
let the federal government
attach strings to money that's
going to universities"
Ashlock said the next step
in the process is for the bill to
go before the Senate. It's not
certain at this time when that
will occur, he said.

STUDY: Nicotine addictive
physiologically, psychologically
tllin.fnmpagtl
found conventional treatments like the patch, mdi as
\notrol.and the gum, such as
Nicorvtte, arc not very effective by themsclv.s.
However, he said, the addition of cognitive therapy will
m, tteac
effectiveness.
"Context continues to be the
main part [in addiction|,"
Iklkay Mid. "The addiction is
physiological and psychological," which explains the element of cognitive therapv in
long-term cessation. With this
in mind, they decided to comparc the two treatment modalities — conventional plus cognitive therapy against holistic
plus cognitive therapy.
Piedmont, who trained
for a year and a half in addiction therapy, performed the
acupuncture therapy on the

betf subject with Koblish.
Work started last semester
as two graduate assistants and
five undergraduate students
with the pntfessors
and other professionals to put
the experiment
together
Students receive course credit
for independent research, but

SGA. s
SGA, from page I
According to Ferguson, 15
state universities are underrUflded by MOO million, and
JMU is underfunded by $20.13
million. Thai is based on what
the state said was needed for
the schtx>ls to run.
"They shouldn't tax students because the state isn't
keeping
their
promise.'
f etguson said.
During the meeting, the
Senate elected senior Matt
Benjamin to take over for
sophomore Melissa Marcucci
is striker Marcucci will be
leaving at the end of the
semester to go to Washington,
IK ., with JMU's Washington
Semester Program
ftenjamin ran against two
other senators and won with a
majority of the vote.

Crush Tartv
See you there,'
9oys\

Junior Matt Gray, Arts &
Letters Senator Mid, He is
one of the most outstanding
human beings I know. He dedicates himself more than mv
one else. He has an outstanding character and gi\ es ,i posith e message for the SGA."
Benjamin slid, "We need to
elect new leadership that will
help to further this organization. I pmpose we organize A
Senate retreat because it will
help us to gain knowledge of
each other outside of this
room. We need to work to Oe>
ate a better atmosphere."
SGA passed an amendment
concerning
how
amendments to the conatitu
tion will be made in the
future
!; shortened the
amount of time it will take to
amend the constitution.

SGA also passed an
amendment that extended the
amount of time student
organizations have to submit
contingency bills, or bills that
ask the Senate to give money
to organizations.
The Senate also amended
the house rules in order to
add a section that would
give guidance on what to do
if the speaker ever had to
resign, and gave instructions on how to go about
replacing the speaker.
After SGA passed this
amendment, it used its
newly written rules to vote
Benjamin in as speaker
A bill also w.i-.submitted to
try to give support to a student-run online bookstore.
The Senate decided the bill
would be tabled
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tionally treated volunteers.
tud) Wat a pre-pikit
lest to ensure the methodology
is sound before the pilot experiment involving high school
-Indents next semester.
The aIHrape age to start
smoking is 12 to 14, yet young
adults under 18 are not supposed to use conventional
treatments due to the negative
impact on their bodies, according to I.lHiX
Auricular acupuncture may
be ■ more poaUve alternative
to cessation in underage children who smoke, she said.
t )nce results coma in, they
will be written out in a report
and sent in lor application for
continuance of the experiment
next semester in Harrisonburg
• hoot
The same team will work
on the project, with the
exceptions of students who
are graduating or have conflicting obligations.
For more information on
acupuncture and holistic health
approach and the Blue Ridge
Body Mind Spirit Coalition
a»ntact Judy Holt at fioltjk or

-t
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manv staved because Ihcv
wen? interested in the wuh
such as senior Keith Ganci.
Gand Waved on became
the study was Interesting
and would have positive
results. h( said. An occasional smoker, but not
enough to participate in the
study, Ganci
tried
the
acupuncture
therapy ' n
was pretty cool" and in
'anxiety reducing (experience!," ni' said
The three-week protocol
started in early October It
Involved five volunteers
three of which completed the
prc>gram. The
anonymous
volunteen, went to the Blue
Ridge Mind Body Spirit building three days a week for 40minute acupuncture sessions
and cognitive therapy.
The continent vajuel Oi
nicotine in the sain a ol,, in BI
tionally treated volunteers then
were compared to that of holisticallv treated
volunkvrs
Ideally, the continent value ot
holisiually treated voluntevis
who stopped smoking abruptly will drop compared to live
incremental drop of
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DORMS: Faculty LOSSES: Offices move to temp6rary locations
can experience
residence halls
nORM.from page 1
the press release said.
Many schools throughout
the country have similar programs to JMU's FMIR program,
Burkhart-Evans said.
West Virginia University
has a well-developed FMIR
program that has "resident faculty leaders" and assistants in
nine different residence halls,
according to the WVU Web
--Uc Each hall also is staffed
with professional "residence
hall coordinators," who have
been trained in student counseling, residence hall security,
student development and conduct, and emergency response,
according to the Web site.
The notion of a faculty member living among the students
seems strange to some students.
Freshman Morgen Chilcutt said
she "wouldn't be too fond of the
idea, even if [the FMIR] is just
there to help. It would |ust seem
too much like a parent living
down the hall"
Senior James Rapp believes
dorm life should remain private.
"What you do during class
and on your free time should
remain separate, and if a professor lived in your building, that
would totally change," Rapp said.
Junior Alex Esposito agreed.
"I would feel more restricted ...
like 1 would have to watch what
I do," Esposito said.
Despite any preconceived
reservations, JMU's prototype
of the program is developing
without any major problems,
according to Burkhart-Evans.
"Dr. Cox is enjoying her time
in Chesapeake (Hall), and
things seem to be going very
well," she said.
Some students living in
Chesapeake Hall said the program is running smoothly.
Freshman Alan Sheriff is a
Chesapeake Hall resident, who
also takes a class with Cox.
Sheriff said he believes the program is working, although he is
little apprehensive of the idea.
"At first, most people

thought it was really weird,
but Dr. Cox is nice and outgoing ... so, as we got used to it
— most people liked having
her here," Sheriff said.
Sherifl said the program has
helped develop a mutual understanding between Cox and the
students. "Students are more in
tune with Cox's expectations
and personality and she, in rum.
is more understanding of the
students," he added.
Freshman Alan Crouch, a
student of Cox's who also lives
in Chesapeake Hall, said, "If I
ever have a question or a concern about anything in her class.
[she is available). It's .is it she
has office hours all the time
downstairs in her room."
She also does various things
to get herself involved with students, such as playing pool at
festival, eating dinner with her
students, (and] attending birthday parties,'' he added.
Freshman Ariel Orion, also a
Chesapeake Hall resident. Midi
t laving Cox in the dorm isrikc
She's a good person to go to
when you need to relax — and
she likt-s tocook for as. ti«<
Cox strongly helices m the
program, ami Mftd SIH- MM herself as part of a "support and
mentorship program,'' according to the rMIR DM - n i. Hi
Cox said her door at
Chesapeake always is open and
she is willing to help with any
pmblem a student mav h.i\ <•
"Half of the students in
Chesapeake (Hall) are freshmen, and there are a lot of fragile and tender lives here," Cox
said in the press release.
"Believe it or not. even with
over 400 neighbors, a student
at times can feel lonely."
Burkruirt-Fvans said the goal
of the program is not to place
FMIRs in every freshman dorm.
but to focus on just a few and
begin perfecting the system.
She said the ORL would
try to continue the program
in future years and involve
more faculty.

LOSSES, -lorn ffg| 1
to all departments that weredisplaced, and telephones, networks and computers needed
to be installed Payroll had to be
confirmed by Tuesday.
"The first priority was to
get Payroll situated and
somewhere they could go to
work," King said.
Staff
members
were
allowed to enter the Financial
Sen lea Building Monday to
CoUed Mongings. The staff
had to wear hard hats and
gloves, and use a flashlight to
visit the dark building.
"Tlu1 fkxir was full of
water, and we were stepping
on ceiling tiles and insulation," said Li/ Heavner, of
Foreign Studies Accounting.
Facilities Management
spent much of the day weeding through the debris from

rhc tire and trying to salvage
what they could.
"Facilities Management
did a great job of retrieving
files from the building,"
Knight said. "Other staff
members have been accommodating, giving up space for
finance staff to move in so we
could operate."
Another meeting was held
Monday at 3 p.m., and five of
the seven departments were
ready for employees to report
to work Tuesday morning.
Tuesday, the building was
closed and a chain link fence was
placed around the perimeter.
"From where we were
Sunday night to where we are
now is a terrific accomplishment,'' Knight said Tuesday.
King met with the Risk
Management from Richmond
yesterday.

"We will begin the process
of
dealing
with
Risk
Management in Richmond to
discuss claims and how we can
proceed with rebuilding the
structure," King said. "We feel
like it will be a minimum of a
year before we will be able to
reoccupy the building."
Much of the data in the tinwas backed up on computers,
but there still were a number
of salvaged records that needed to dry.
"We have lots of wet papers
just lying in the middle of the
floor just drying out," I fcuvmi
said. "The things we have
taken personal pride in and
watched over for the last eight
years may have been lost."
Knight and Powell both
said they lost pictures in the
blaze. Heavner said she lost
some family and vacation pic-

tures, but was able to salvage
the picture frames.
"A lot of [the staff] lost a lot
of personal things in their
offices," King said. "Their
offices are like a second home."
Temporary office space for
the displaced departments has
been established. Payroll and
Accounting has been moved to
the Human Resources Office,
Procurement
to
the
Information Systems Training
Center on Harrison Street,
Accounts Payable to the Frye
Building lab, and Cash and
Investments to 1041 S. Main St.
The Finance Office moved to
1021 S. Main St The
Controller's Office and Grants
and Contacts Office moved to
the Modular Building off
Warsaw Avenue and Fixed
Assets moved to the Wellington
Hall basement.

REMEMBER: Friends CAUSE: State
to hold memorial service 'should cover
bulk' of damage

REMEMBER, from page 1
to remember him."
lumor Natalie Dubanowitz,
another close friend and apartment mate of LaBarr, said she felt
privileged to have known LaBarr
almost tor his entire lite
"I was lucky to be friends
with him all through grammar,
middle and high school and
into JMU," she said. "He was
the most generous friend with a
huge heart who offered so
much to everyone he came in
contact with."
Cary said that she didn't think
she ever had heard a complaint
from I.aBarr in her life. "He lived
his lite free of worries \,-r
always accomplishing the task at
hand," she said. "Hepever failed
to be there for others — usually
without ever being asked, and
certainly never expecting anything in return."
I iBvi was a brother ot the
formerly JMU-recognized fraternity l-ambda Chi Alpha.
"1 believe that it is the opinion
of many at this university that
Lambda Chi is a rogue circus,"
said senior Jaden Herrin, presi-

dent of JMU's disaffiliated chapter of LCA. "If this were true, I
would have to say Brian LaBarr
was the head clown with the
largest smile and a fake flower
that shoots water — a gag that
would never lose its novelty or
humor to Brian."
Dubanowitz said
LaBarr
"passed out" at a close friend's
house over the summer and didn't wake up the next morning.
"He had an enlarged heart,"
she said, and explained that he
was supposed to go see a doctor
the following week.
"We thought he might have
suffered from narcolepsy originally because he had been
known to fall asleep like that,"
Dubanowitz said.
In 2001, LaBarr graduated
from
Northern
Highlands
Regional High School. He played
baseball throughout school and
also loved to play basketball and
wiffleball,
according
to
Dubanowitz.
LaBarr, she said, "Brought so
much to this world and will forever be remembered as a truly
extraordinary human being."

CAVSE,from\xigt>l
of Risk Management in Richmond. While it will take
a substantial amount of time to determine damages,
the state i>thx should cover the bulk of it," he said.
Employees will not be reimbursed by JMU for
any lost personal belongings. Hilton Mid
Most of the offices, located in a complex at 1031
South Main St., are Financial Services offices, he said.
About 50 employees were moved to other temporary
office location
The offices opened at the temporary locations
Tuesday morning. E-mail addresses, telephone and
fax machine numbers for the offices have not
changed. Computer personnel went into the building the day after the fire to try to salvage information
on computer hard drives, Hilton said.
"The turnaround has been tremendous,"
Hilton said.
Several fire departments from around the county
assisted with the fire, and additional [MU police
wen called in, according to JMU Chief of Police Lee
Shifflett. Seven officers helped, in addition to
Harrisonburg Police and JMU Campus Cadets.
Campus Cadets helped secure the area
around the building Sunday night, Lee Shifflett
said. "They provided security," he said, "and
helped maintain a secure boundary to keep
bystanders safe."
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Legislators protest beer
logos in museum exhibit
Twenty Congressmen ask for logo removal
BY JACQDF.LINE TRESCOTT

The Washington Post
Just weeks befon? the opening of the Smithsonian's new aviation museum exhibit. 20 House
of Representatives members
have asked the Smithsonian to
remove beer logos from a historic aerobatics plane.
In a letter sent this week to
Smithsonian Secretary I.awrenee
Small, the congressmen said the
l-oudenslager Stephens Akro
Laser 200, which won several
US. acrobatics titles, including
the 1980 World Aerobatic
Championship, deserved to be
in the museum.
However, they said the
Bud Light emblems were an
advertisement,
and
an
inducement to drink — the
wrong signals to send to
young visitors.
"llie display of the plane with
the Bud Light logos would needlessly commercialize the plane's
exhibition while marginalizing its
true historical significance. The
kigos are nothing more than an
advertisement that would constitute an implicit endorsement of
Bud Light by the Smithsonian
Institution," wrote the members
of Congress.
"Having a historic plane covered in gratuitous beer advertising sends misleading and dangerous messages to the millions of
annual museum visitors who will
be under the legal drinking age.
As you may know, alcohol i- the
leading drug problem among
American youth ... Alcohol-related advertising has no place in one
of our nation's premier public
museums. We respectfully
request that you remove the Bud
Light logos and restore the Laser
200 to its original color scheme
prior to displaying it."
The letter's signers, 13
Democrats
and
seven
Republicans, include Zach
Wamp, R-Tenn., and Maurice
Hinchey, D-N.Y., members of
the House Appropriations
Subcommittee that oversees
the Smithsonian's budget. Six
others also are on the appro-

priation committee. Other
signers
included
Randy
"Duke" Cunningham, RCalif.; Henry Waxman. DCalif.; and Del. Eleanor
Holmes Norton, D-D.C.
The Laser 200 is a visual
standout in the new facility, the
Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center,
which opens Dec. 15 at Dulles
International
Airport
in
Northern Virginia.
The bright red plane, displayed at Air and Space's flagship museum on the Mall for
almost two years, was the first
to be installed in the new
building. It is hanging from
one of the 10-story-high trusses in the museum.
The plane was given to the
Smithsonian in 1999 by the family of Leo Loudenslager, a pilot
who built his own aircraft.
During its competitive days, it
was painted blue and yellow
Loudenslager won his first
national championship in 1975
and followed with six titles. In
1983, he retired from competitive
flight and performed at air shows.
The plane was repainted in 1983
to announce its sponsorship by
the Anheuser-Busch beer.
The issue of the logos also
has been raised by the Center
for Science in the Public
Interest and a group of state
governors' spouses. "The Bud
Light insignia has nothing to
do with the championship
years of a well-designed, wellflown plane. It is almost historically inaccurate. It is emblazoned much as a NASCAR
race car," said George Hacker,
director of the Alcohol Policies
Project of CSPI.
Gen. John Dailey, director
of the National Air and Space
Museum, did not have a
response to the congressional
letter Tuesday.
In an earlier reply to the
governors' spouses, Dailey
said the Laser 200 historically
was accurate. He said the
plane was in good condition
when it arrived at the
Smithsonian, and it was not
restored or changed by the

J*-

museum. After its turn as a
competitive plane, Dailey said,
"it was then repainted as it is
today, and began a second
career in air shows. It was during these air shows that the
plane gained its popular fame
and became familiar to a mass
audience. The current paint
scheme thus has legitimate
historical value."
Hinchey said Tuesday that
his concern grows out of his
annoyance at what he sees as
commercialization
at
the
Smithsonian, where spaces have
been renamed for private and
corporate donors.
"This is one of the most
crass examples. Bud light has
nothing to do with the historical and educational value of
this plane," Hinchey said.
"There is a place for commercial advertisements, but those
places are elsewhere other
than the Smithsonian I don't
think the Smithsonian should
allow itself to be appropriated
for those reasons."
John Kaestner, AnheuserBusch vice president for consumer affairs, said, "With all
due respect, the main proponent behind this attempt to
rewrite history is an antieverything advocacy group
that would like to tell all
Americans — young and old
— what to eat and drink. If
they are truly interested in
doing something meaningful
to fight underage drinking,
they should put down the
decal scraper and get serious."
The
Anheuser-Busch
Foundation gave $1 million
toward the construction of
the Udvar-Hazy Center after
the Laser 200 was donated.
The Smithsonian said the
gift came with no strings
attached. The company also
sponsored Steve Fossett's
Bud Light Spirit of Freedom,
which made the first solo
balloon flight around the
world. The craft's capsule,
which has a Bud Light
decal, has been at the Mall
museum since 2002.
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Congratulations'
to the
University Health Center

REACH. Peers

(Reality Educators Advocating Campus Health)
on their awards received from

BACCHUS and GAMMA
National Peer Education Network
2003 OUTSTANDING PROGRAM
for Cabaret Show Spring 2003
2003 OUTSTANDING NETWORK
AFFILIATE

China threatens force against Taiwan
BY JOHN POMF-RET

The Washington Post
For the first time in years,
China openly has threatened to
attack Taiwan, issuing a stem
warning to President Chen
Shui-bian to curb recent moves
that Beijing believes are intended to bring Taiwan cltser to formal independence from China.
Tie statement, made by Maj.
Gen. Wang Zaixi, the deputy
director of the Taiwan Affairs
Office, reflects a growing sense
of frustration and alarm among
Chinese officials. These officials
perceive Chen as set on altering
the fundamental framework of
Taiwan's relations with China by
formally rejecting "the oneChina principle" — the decadesold formulation upon which the
two entities have based their
rdatkmship — and by vowing to

amend Taiwan'> constitution.
"If the Taiwan authorities collude with all split test forces to
openly engage in pm-independence activities and challenge the
mainland and the one-China
principle, the use of force may
become unavoidable," Wang
told a conference Nov. 13. His
remarks were reported in staterun media Wednesday.
Wang's remarks are the
strongest in a series of recent
Eublic and private statements
y Chinese officials underscoring a decision to abandon the
policy Beijing has employed
since Chen became the first
opposition candidate to win
Uttwan'l presidential election
in March 2000. Chinese analysts said the last time Beijing
made such a statement came
on the eve of that election when
then-Premier Zhu
Rongji
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lbni, Kelly and Stephen are sad.

Make them smile
write for NEWS.
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(Ignore Toni. She is confused.)

e-mail breezenewi@hofmail.com
or call x8-6699

China Express
Free Delivery
Flex Accepted

(540) 568-9899

Sun-Thu until 1am
& Fri-Sat until 2am
Special Combination Platters

All Entrees served with Plain
Choice of Soup; Wonton, Egg^

ioup;

* SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC2 Pork, Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Chow Mein
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Gai Pan
* SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
*SC7 Hunan Chicken
SC8 Pork with Mixed Vegetables
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
* SC10 Hunan Vegetables
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
*SC12KungPao Chicken
* SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
•SC15 Hunan Beef
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
•SC18 Szechuan Beef
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
* SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
* SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC25 Four Seasons
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
* SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

Get More!

All entrees come with
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:
only Q;gj)
Wonton,
Egg Drop,
or Hot and Sour

* Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

wwwjmu.edu/healthctr
got to "REACH" for
more info on the group

warned of the consequences of
pursuing independence.
Beijing's gambit comes with
high risks, however, because
Chen, who is engaged in a
close reelection campaign, has
profited from strong threats in
the past. Zhu's rhetoric in 2000
largely was credited in Taiwan
with giving Chen an important
ballot-box boost
"Beijing is caught in a bind
in the current dynamic," said
Kenneth Lieberthal, a former
director for Asia at the National
Security Council during the
Clinton administration. "If
they push back hard against
Chen, they will gain votes for
Chen. But, if they don't react,
Chen can make the case that
their threats have been bluffs.
From the mainland's perspective, they are damned if they
do, damned if they don't."

and don't forget..
25c Cheese Wontons
(limit 2 with Si5 purchase)
Lunch Special $3.95 and up

China Express
1031 Port Republic Rd
Menu, Specials and Map Found On

%

&

iEL®®DsOn.com
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If you haven't noticed, any person can get on and off campus
without being detected.

Living in a dorm is a way for students to
live on their own, away from parental
restrictions and confinement.

MlMiLiu
freshman
•M houM editorial, Mow

see column, btlow

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

lousing faculty in dorms threatens transition, professionalism
Imagine what freshman year at college would be like if Mom or Dad lived
two doors down the hall in the dorm. Or,
perhaps, imagine how students would
feel if they had to pass their English
teacher in the hall when coming in at 1
am. from a night of partying.
Part of the freshman dormitory experience is to live on one's own — free from the
•dult-infested worlds of children and adolescents. The Office of Residence Life's new
Faculty Member in Residence Program is a
blatant rejection of such an experience.
fS The FMIR Program — which places
faculty in freshman dorms — began this
Tear with Suad Cox, a business faculty
member who has been living in
Chesapeake Hall since the beginning of
fall semester. While ORI. claims the purpose is to enhance the student-teacher
relationship by combining living and
learning, the FMIR Program has three
major faults — student freedom, student
privacy and inappropriate relationships.
Living in a dorm is a way for students
to live on their own, away from parental
restrictions and confinement. While facul
ty in dorms don't necessarily pose a threat
with rule making, the presence of an adult
may create intimidation for students who
see the FMIR as a dorm mother or father.
It is important for freshmen to make a
smooth transition from high school home
life to college dorms, and that is what resident advisers are there for — to be mentors and friends to students. RAs, however, are on the same level as students. Adult
faculty members already have a hierarchy
status over students because of age, and
, .■— whether consciously or subconsciously
,— students may see them more as Mom
or Dad rather than adviser or friend.
Student privacy is another concern.
Most students do not want their profes,'sors to know what goes on in their perI soru I lives. It is unfair to place students
^n situations where faculty can see who
hey are bringing home at night, what
kind of party pattern they are in, and

even how often they spend studying.
ORL argues that placing faculty members in a dorm will give them the opportunity to connect more with students and
allow them to learn more about students
as well. But, what about the students who
don't want their professors knowing
more about them than their math skills?
While the program may be beneficial
to professors, it interferes with the privacy of students. Home life and the
classroom should not mix.
This leads to the third reason why the
FMIR program is a bad idea. Cox may be a
friend to students in her dorm, but is this
really appropriate? In student-teacher relationships, there is a boundary that should
not be crossed — that is the professionalism
expected of student-teacher relationships.
By placing faculty in dorms, it is easier for friendsnip to grow into favoritism.
A faculty member who lives with one of
his or her students and who knows the
student on a more personal level may
lead to inequality in the classroom.
Students who do not live in the professor's dorm may feel slighted when
it comes to test reviews and homework
help. A student living next door to his
or her history professor has a clear
advantage over those who do not.
What about the faculty members? It
seems that a professor living in a dorm is
working 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. It is unfair to ask such a level of
dedication from professors — they need
their privacy, too. While students may not
want professors knowing about their personal lives, they may not want to know
about professors' personal lives, either.
ORL has a positive goal in mind — for
teachers and students to better understand
each other. However, the FMIRprogram is
not the way to do it. Instead, ORL should
create programs that are outside the halls.
Dorms are student homes — the only
freedom from the classroom. Subjecting
freshmen to Dorm Life 101, in the end will
create only insecurities and problems.

I WA*T T» SCC W AT
CLASS trntur A»fl> EA*W
T*Mer*o»> • -. foptfitW.'

■ Breeze Reader's View

Students cannot ignore
rape reality, prevention

E-mail darts and pats la brrczrdp0holmiUI.com
Dans A Pass an submitted anonymously and printed on a spaceavailable basis Submissions are based upon one person s opinion of a
given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth

Pat...

MimiLiu

Dart...

A"you-are-so-hot-and-l-love-workingout-because-of-you" pat to the lovely and
charming girl who works in the UREC
weight room.

A "go-back-to-Philly" dart to the obnoxious Eagles fans who make it unenjoyable to
spend a Sunday at Buffalo Wild Wings.

From an anything-but-Philadetphia fan who
wishes her waiter actually had dumped a drink on
oneofyou so maybeyou would shut up and leair

From a sophomore who goes lo UREC religiously because you give him a reason lo look buff.

Dart...

Pat...

An "I-don't-care-how-dirty-your-hair-isdon't-steal-my-shampoo" dart to the person
or people who decided taking my money just
wasn't enough.
From a sophomore who wilt make sure to lock
his bathroom door the next time he throws a party.

Pat...

A "thanks-for-being-there-for-me-whenI-need you" pal to my fantastic residents
and staff who have supported me in every
way possible this week.

From a resident advisor who had a terrible
week and was happy to see her residents and staff
could be the best support system ever.

Dart.

A "thanks-for-clueing-me-in" pat to the
generous girl I happened to sit next to in
my General Education history class for letting me copy her notes during a video
after I came in very late to class.

A "great-to-know-integrity-no-longerexists" dart to the person who took my
disk from the Zane Showker Hall computer lab last week, even though it had
my name and e-mail address on it.

From a grateful sophomore who overslept his
alarm and will give you his notes anytime, assuming he makes it lo class.

From a senior who is pissed off that she needs
to rewrite a paper that was on thai disk and wonders why you didn't e-mail yourself your work
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"It will never happen to me,"
is what they all say. "I won't get
raped on this campus."
But. on a late Friday night
during the second week of
September, my friend who lives
in the Village walked back to her
dorm alone after we watched
some movies in my room. When
she reached the train tracks outside Greek Row, a man came out
of the shadows and tried to rape
her. Luckily, she managed to
fend him off and escape.
Unfortunately, her life has
not been the same since. Even
for a strong, brave person such
as her, I still can see the undisguised fear in her eyes — especially since the man has not yet
been caught.
Even though police continue to search for the perpetrator, and fliers of him have been
posted almost everywhere on
campus, I am not satisfied
with one thing — the attitude
that |MU students had toward
the issue of rape before the situation was known.
We probably have heard
about rape situations even
before we entered college.
Unfortunately, some already
might have experienced this
.horror There are workshops,
self-defense classes, posters and
an Office of Sexual Assault
Prevention at JMU.
Basically, most of us are
pretty well-educated about
what to do if a situation like
this was about to happen.
However, we don't always
practice what we preach.
It seems that most of the
students here have adopted
the idea that JMU is a safe
haven, which is partially true.
I agree it is an excellent campus, and security is doing the
best that it can.
Unfortunately, this concept
has made us naive. We think
that this bubble we live in will
protect us day and night.
1/ you haven't noticed, any
person can get on and off campus without being detected.
There are thousands of students
here Almost anybody can waltz

in and pose as a college student
or professor.
So, why do I see girls walking by themselves at 1 or 2
a.m.? If you are wondering
how I know this, I used to be
one of them. Why do they
leave their dorm room doors
wide open and jog with headphones on at night?
According to the column
"The Charge of Rape, the Force
of Myth" by Alice Vachss in the
Nov. 2 issue of The Washington
Post, part of the reason that rape
crimes are not taken seriously is
because of the myths surrounding the issues. She claims that
the few defenses to rape charges
are, "the rape never happened;
it happened, but someone else
committed the crime; or it wasn't rape but consensual sex."
We tend to think that the
people we greet and converse
with every day could not be
possible criminals The "real"
criminals are those in the
dark alleys of slums and ghetto towns, not college guys in
Harrisonburg. Although the
assaulter was not a student or
faculty member of |MU, we
cannot continue to conform to
these rape myths.
Moreover, guys are guilty of
ignorance as well. I admit that
mo6t of the guys here are perfect gentlemen and would walk
a girl home even without her
asking them. It's the ones that
don't that make me furious.
Worse of all, these same people have the audacity to ridicule
girls needing protection by calling them babies or sissies, or
teiling them they are making too
big a deal about it. I don't see
how guys have the right to say
that to girls, especially since
they never have to worry about
getting raped.
It is true that everyone on
campus has their own busy life.
They can't always plan when
they will walk home from a latenight activity or even with
whom they will be walking
home Plus, we can't spend all
our hme worrying about each

see RAPE, page 8
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RAPE: Both sexes must
exercise caution, care
RAPE, from page 7
other — what we're doing,
who we're with, what's happening to u9, etcetera. It basically would drive us insane
if we tried.
However, that still does not
excuse the fact that if a girl
feels uncomfortable walking
home at night and needs a
male companion to escort her
back to her place, he should
flat out refuse her because he
has "better'' things to do. You
guys have muscles that you
exercise at UREC. L'se them.
Girls, you are no better
yourselves. It's great if you
want to be independent and
walk yourselves home, but
never walk alone.
My friend admits that it

was illogical of her to walk to
her dorm by herself on a
party night, and has not done
it since then. I admit that it
was even more illogical of me
to let her walk home by herself that night.
I know most of the students
hen? think they are wiser and
will not make the same mistakes we did, but it still docs not
hurt to take extra precautions.
You could call Campus Cadets
or even ask the police to accompany you to places as a last
resort if you really feel unsafe
walking alone.
One
mistake
nearlv
destroyed my friend's life.
Don't let it destroy yours.
Mimi Liu is a fnhwm
EngftWl major.

■ Pigs and Pearls

Spam provides hope,
other helpful things
AdamSharp
Now that Congress has
passed restrictions on telemarketers, regulators and politicians have turned their eyes
upon the next treasure trove of
undesired solicitations —
spam. You know, those e-mails
that make you think you're
popular when your inbox has
50 new messages.
I am in favor of limiting
the ability of people to call my
house whenever they want in
order to try to get me to buy
something. I have become
quite adept at telling people
that I am not interested in
whatever credit card, long
distance service or fund raising for the Special Olympics
that an acne-pocked high
school kid is trying to sell me,
but it would be nice not to
have to make the poor kid cry.
When it comes to spam,
however, I completely am in
favor of the ability of marketers to send me untold millions of e-mails hawking
penile elargement supplements and online matchmaking services. Spam provides
too many ancillary benefits. tin
its elimination to be justified.
Reader, please do not
believe for a second that I support spam because of a need —
real or imagined — for a few
more inches of any part of mv
body, or a longing for female
companionship that only caniome through an online fling
After all, this is JMU. All you
need is alcohol, and both problems are solved.
No, I support spam
because spam prompts an
excellent response — message-filtering functions. Some
e-mail programs allow users

$100 $200 $300 $400 $500 $600

to designate certain e-mail
addresses or even whole
domain names as "junk."
The possibilities for a writer
are endless. Have a grudge
against the University of
Virginia for their pretentiousness and all-around good-oleboy snobbery? Simply write a
blistering column condeming
old money and the meritocratic
system, block all e-mails from
virginiatdu and annoying feedback is no moreHave an ugly breakup?
Block the e-mail address of
your former flame. Dreading
those "update" e-mails from
high school friends who are
infinitely more successful
than you and love to remind
you? Block them.
Why tell a fib and say that
you never received a particular
message, when you simply can
block the offending person's
address and honestly say you
never received the message?
Answering machines and
caller identification have performed this function for society
for years. Message tillers are a
welcome addition to cyberspace Without spam, however,
they have no justification.
Spam provides other benefits as well. For example, a
few good laughs at the outrageous claims made by slick
supplement salesmen or the
many ingenious ways of
spelling words to avoid the
filtering software.
I mallv, we need spam tinea
at least one of the supplements
docs what is promises. One fats
to. For my sake.
Adam M. sharp is a junior
foreign language major who
doesn't really need those supplements. Hout$t
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Maybe Next Time by Matthew Tomoda
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Thursday- (College Party) D|/Dancing
Friday-Check our Web site
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25% OFF

We'll get your message out to the right people...
...without making you look like an idiot.

Advertising with The Breeze
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CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

I9

BMhdqr(Nm 20) l^luH.tin,;ilm.uKh.mic8ando«ier!«crel places. youcouWHnd great treasures
am yew. They can improve your horn... or .it le.ist make it mon- interesting That ought to get you motivated!

Aries March 21-April 19
Today Isa6- A partner can help you
•uldn'l
m.uii' t at .i madiatov ti> help you
* nave
raach lhapeapla you MTUI tocorauM

10

ii

12

13

es

63

le

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

"i

Today is a 7 - You might be feeling a tad
rebellious, but rebellion isn't a good idea
Stifle that impulse a little while longer,
until you're with the one you love Then,
you can get wild and crazy.

$j

II

Taurus April 20-May 20
Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

j^kt Today is a 5 - You can be a creative person
°^MK) when necessity demands il Do it jusl lor
ff
7 the fun ol M You'll ,i>, umulate n K

|tug Today is a 7 - Something you've wanted
for your home but couldn't seem to find is
almost within your grasp. Don't just sit
there - shop!

Gemini May 21-June 21
Today is an S - The difficult part is mostly
much to vour delight. Schaduiaa
y Nadesvoua lor |ual the two o( you so that

you n-.iiK can caWmta,

Cancer June 22-July 22
is a 7 - The period thing tor your
| homa finally may he on sale Dig through
the papers in search of bankruptcies and
aauRa (iarage sales, too

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
Today-is a 7 - The more you study, the
more von II si.irt to untitTsMtiii your
[urtiu-r Ym m.iv never understand vour
partner, ompletely, of course, but th.it |
p.irt ot the fun

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21
^ . Ioday is a 7 - You may be surprised to
y^XT l».»rn how much your friends admire you.
Tell fhem about your recent adventure.

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

f»

ACROSS
van der
Rohe
5 Play divisions
9 Chicago eleven
14 A single time
15 Eeyore's
friend
1

Today is a 6 - Your vunositv is piqued.
You'd like to venture outside the Don.
Can you somehow do it while still
• remaining right where you've always
been? Ask more questn an

ft

Pisces Feb. 19-March20
-*.
Today is a 7 - You could lake on more
Ski responsibility, hut you probably won't get
^J more money It might still be a good deal
for you if you can trade for something
an use at home. Fxperience counts.

HL

Name an eight
letter word that has
kstrtn the middle, in
the beginning, and
at the end.
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Today is a 6 - Working for extra income is
your standard operating procedure, but it's
not the only way to get more money. Today,

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
, lod.iv i*-.1 (>-You've cert.tmlv ,l.mr
enough vv.uk foi face lately lan'l it about
I hme you got paid for your affotlar Il is
^^~• Bring
I
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16 Think alike
17 Square
measure
18 Japanese
wrestling
19 Bottom line
20 Raid on
Entebbe
operation
23 Sprite
24 Shuttle
destination: abbr.
25 Piano parts
27 Indian or
Atlantic
31 Black, to
Byron
33 Apiece
37 Picked up
furtively
39 Alien craft:
abbr.
40 Doozy

41 War on
Terrorism
operation
44 Christmas
song
45"_ Joey"
46 Pacific weather
phenomenon
47 Very dry
48 Seer's sign
50 Procrastinator's
word
51 Mosaic piece
53 "Bom in
the_"
55 Unrefined
58 Gulf War
operation
64 Put up with
66 And
67 "Typee"

sequel
68 Communication
services
69 Avid
70 Closed hand
71 Girder stuff

72 Relax
73 Western stale

DOWN
1 Castle ditch

38 Pair of
opposite
2 Short distance
charges
3 Cream shade
42 Junior, to
4 Viewed
senior
5 Church parts
43 Raines and
6 Intended route
Logan
7 Burial chamber 49 Hospital
8 Gave the slip to
workers
9 Insane
52 Perfect
10 Self-image
54 Boulder
11 Comic Johnson 55 Ewes' mates
12 Authentic
56 Act as a
13 Braggart's
lookout, e.g.
concern
57 Expansive
21 Place for eats
59 Zeno's home
22 "The Raven"
60 Vegetarian's
lady
staple
26 Tejano star
61 Leave out
27 Bids first
62 Ponselle or
28 Tippy craft
Parks
29 Mormon
63 Closet eater?
leader
65 Gambling cube
30 Talisman
32 Taps horn
34 Accounts
inspection
35 Dolly the
sheep, e.g.
36 Wit

E
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Don't Fly
OuttaHere
Without Finding
Your 2004-2005
Apartment!
Happy Thanksgiving From Sunchase Apartments

Limited Space Is Still Available
atSunchase!
540.442.4800
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Organizations on campus work together
to help students recognize waste issues in dining facilities
Story by contributing writer Mike Crowley • Photos by senior photographer Cheryl Lock • Graphics by art director Jessica Taylor
An in

the purple-painted coi
senses are overwhelmed by a ' -.
,-[-•'• with plates of varioudown the conveyor belt. I'm forced to yell over the
hud dm
kitchen. "Hey!
Do you have a minn'
r? The eyes of the
man scraping plates lift up, and the look I receive
in reply tells me that thert's no time to tali '
Ming to clear the plates of half
■.ill bowl- of untouched fruit and various
ether types of watted food.

(3\ WITH AN ECO-FRIENDLY ORGANIZATION

j

by the
'
Service-learning organization the
past two years. This year's weigh in, measured
Tuesday, came in at 606 pounds. As the
Student Government Association Food
\ >'.«ry Committee had predicted, things do
not seem to have improved.
' ople need to realize that the lev[jtudei
■
■ ■ •'s has|
to cook and the less u ish there II bealtogel
or." senn'r At-h'i-1 i'""c ^H
i:

in Deal we can envi*

TlvtElwiK
mat Imlniii Pub
The purpose of th* organization Is to
educate faculty, students and staff
about different environmental Issues
facing modem businesses, and to act
as a forum for new Ideas related to the
field of eiivlronmental business

Community Servtce-Uamlng
CS-c is a partnership joining students,
(acuity, staff and the surrounefng community
by Wentifylng and coordnatirig Intentional
service opportunities to cultivate soaal
responslbllty and Bfelong learning, thereby
fostering a generation of leaden
committed to positive social change.

tiiiiui——Ul Ansumii and
Restoration Through our Hasp
IAKIU a an envlronrncntal organization
focused not only on education, but also
on actMsm By working on campus, local,
state and national Issues, members learn
about topics that affect the wood and
explore how they can make a difference

The Uttlt Or* elective
The Our Cornmunity Piece Organization
sponsors a free soup Wtchen lunch
every Monday at The Little GrlH.
<toajnteers are welcome

Ever sinci
<.ke over two years
| ago, D-hall has incorporated a sysj tern that works to 1< - ■
| from the production level, IT
ing that employee* cook a little bit at a
■ i ti i ■ i.l of loving a huge pile out all
. !■•■■: Hi ■- ■ plained
that 1
go to Sjome stiui

People need to realize that the
less food [students] take, the less
[Dining Services has] to cook,
and the less waste there'll be
altogether.

■

.. :.
ensure that the only thing wasted is the
i rudenta thr

senior

■

99

i'it i

i ,:rn, u-> ,u i ording to I Mi kson

TIPS FOR REDUCING WASTE AT D-HALL
Take multiple trips to the buffets

■

•
Take only necessities

I

"The

■

i

—Anbre Lance

infornsjaniOfi ■Soul orgawatMlons 1-3 nil

Orj^ssiualarM such as EminTtmental
tvtm and bstutaciiri Through our
Melt
uTt*. Bussr*
SG*
.uNkse haw been work;ing together to hrn^une the sypiki > n
as environrnt'ntaih cmouu* m [»«■■■
■i«>d salvage and o impostm*:

■

Soc

66
i die from hn i

We... are in the process ojtrying
to get a refrigerated truck
transport leftover food from D-hall
to soup kitchens and food pantries.

I' . ! '!':
iwn
l,i

»HI

i

I no processor"

-SvdKarim
Digger man your icon

nmemhef

95

Ask to sample things first

hard these orj

•

food par'

Ahhough food continues ti< be wasted
hall ere
c irganizahotis whose
members are'hoprtiJ
can heir
uMrcit-,-

it ways that students
upsonhowloi.
i hone of these organ-
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Leonard W. Aamodl. MD. FACOG
Evan V. Forsnes. MD. FACOG
Martha A. Jones. CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM. MS
Donna L Schminkey. CNM. MPH
Ann M. Schaeffer. CNM. MED

Snenandoad\
Women ft
(hfeaftdCare
Prafcuional Cm wilh a Prnoiul Touch
Annual Gyn Exam

Insurance and

Birth Control

Major Credit

Colposcopy

Cards Accepted

BrCMl Exams

119 University Blvd.. Suite B
Harrisonburg. VA 22801-3753
Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
wwwswhc.net

Now Accepting Flex!

In Need of Housing?
< Ol l>\\ I I I
BANKI R
< • >\IMI III I \l

FUNKHOUSF.R
REALTORS'

We offer the largeal selection
of off campus housing to meet
voiir specific needs.

a .
Hunters Ridge Condos || Hunters RidgeTownhomes
2.3.4 & 5 Bedrooms 1.2.3 & 4 Bedrooms Situated in a highly desirable
Unique floor plan complete
and convenient location
with two separate living rooms.

ONE LARGE-ONETOPPING
PISA

ONLY $7.99

Mountain View
4 Bedrooms Enormous 4 bedroom. 4 bath
units are fully furnished

4 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths, a full
kitchen, washer/dryer and two
living areas.

CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY
433-4800

Nwtllnsu Strait

433-1021

2485 South Miln Street

200-0430

249 South Ave. Elkton

^Ashby

Devon Lane Townhomes
3 Bedrooms Features three full floors of
spacious living space Includes
3.5 baths and 2 living rooms

1,2 & 4 Bedrooms Unique opportunity to live in
historic home Located across
from JMU Quad

2 & 3 Bedrooms
Each unit features its own
fireplace and private deck Also
includes pool and tennis courts

3 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths and is
fully furnished Unique floor
plan & deck for each bedroom

4 Bedrooms
Three floors of Irving space.
fenced backyard and washer/
dryer

Duke Gardens
3 Bedrooms ■
Each unit is furnished and has
a full kitchen & wet bar Across
from JMU Quad

Crossing

,1

Come into the office before

Thanksgiving

iflizJiMadison Terrace
1.2(3 bedrooms Convenient location to JMU on
South Main Street Some
utilities included

Madison Square
3 Bedrooms Furnished townhouses with 2 5
baths Three floors with full
kitchen and washer/dryer

rooms Spacious townhomes located in
walking distance to campus
W/D & walkout basement

4 Bedrooms
Three floors of Irving space with
a fully equiped kitchen and
washer/dryer

and receive 2003 rates in 2004!

Security Deposit
Waived
Rental Rates include:
1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg,VA 22801
432-1001

phone
cable
ethernet
water

< Ol DWE1 I
BANKI It
( OMMI Id I \l

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS*

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
info(a;cbcfunkhouser.com
(540)434-5150

vvw \v. o 11 'ca in p u s li o u s i n g;. c o m
02003CoW«Mll Batiks'Cornn*ratftFunhhowwRMlof« Cofeftw* Ban*** Co»vn«c*l « a
•K^woi-aOi-^a'koMnaCo*<»**iiBar.aI(Oaa.E»UiaCo.po«ataxi Each C*«» « »c»pa'>da*i>v
Qwnad and Op»'aiad »" Equal OpppriuMy Emptc** Equal Mowing Opport^ft«y

■■■
llj
J^T.'

^"V
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?J3?
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■ Love is in Blume

STYLE

Young adult fiction author Judy
Blume chums out an erotic novel
with for the adult crowd.
Mt column, par* 14
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"The witty, fast-paced show combines an
amazing fantasy world with the
problems... of two people in love."
KKIJ.Y JASPER

sophomore
ft story, sate 14

The pitch is played

astim

Iraditions

Students create memories with JMUfriends
through pre-Thanksgiving gatherings
BY ERIN LEE

I Loyp

(/mthbuiing writer

I he l>i ic/i ■lull >//,//, - it~
l'i.»tiii Thanksgiving traditions:
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Having a Thanksgiving dinner at
one's home away from home very well
mav be a tradition worth starting at I\U .
Many students have begun to celebrate
the holiday with their friends before leaving school to spend the holiday with their
families. Starting the tradition is more
simple than it may seem especially for
kitchen-wary upperclassmen or on-campus dwellers
Senior Megan De Vema and her roommates are having a pre~7nanksgiving
dinner at their apartment in Stone I .ate
the weekend before Thanksgiving break.
"We just wanted to make dinner for a
bunch of our friends who we weren't
going to see for the holiday and thought
this would be fun," she said. DeVema
and her nxmlmates are having about IS
guests for the early Thanksgiving dinner,
and they asked each invitee to bring
either a side dish or a dessert.
Senior li*y Wile and her roommates
decided to split the cooking responsihlitH*for their annual potluck-stylc preThanksgiving dinner. They are having
turkey, sniffing, a vegetable dish and Wile's
personal favorite — mashed potatoes —
along with the dishes their guests bring.
"We wanted something where all of
our friends could get together and celebrate the holiday," Wile said.
Any student who is I veteran ot the
pro-Thanksgiving dinner knows that traditional recipes usually require modification so the yield is smaller than what

one would need in order to feed one's
entire family tree. Luckily, there are
recipes geared howan. uwUfa nunbvi
Many recipes both IR MfJ to make
and require only a few ingredients.
As for on-campus students who want
to partake of the pre-holiday festivities,
D-hall also served an early Thanksgiving
dinner Tuesday. The dining hall's
Thanksgiving menu included turkey
ham, mashed potatoes, stuffing, sweet
potatoes, gravy and green beans, according to D-liall chef Russell 1 -uller. Fuller,
who has been a chef at D-hall ftw 15 years,
recommends that off-campus students
buy ham that already is cooked for their
own dinners because all they have to do
is heat it up in the oven or microwave.
To make the meal run smoothly, convenience is key, according to the lictUv
Home* and Garden* magazine Web site,
www.bltgeoni. The site states that the table
setting and method of serving the food is
imperative when creating the perfect
mood for Thanksgiving dinner. So, if
space is limited at the dinner tabk', set the
food elsewhere, such as on a kitchen countertop, buffet-style, the Web site suggests
Coordinating place mats — or a tabkvU >th
— napkins and a centerpiece, such as
flowers. ,irv also | nice finishing touch to
pull the kx»k together.
While being sandwiched at the dinner table in Ivtutvn iheek-pinthing
aunts is inevitable, students can have an
enjoyable pre-Thanksgiving meal with
their JMU friends and family, and add to
the experience thev receive in their time
awav from home

•JKKKHtM
Pumpkin Pie
9" unbaked pie shell
2eggi
I can of pumpkin pie mix

1 5-ounce can of evaporated milk
Be.it the eggs lighllv in ;i l.irge bowl uilh | lork Of
-tir in pumpkin pie mix and wapoMted BlUk.
Pour mixlure inlo the pie shell and cut 2-inch strip-, oi
toil to cover the pie crust edges Bake the pie ot 400
degrees for 15 minutes, then reduce the temperature
to K5 degrees and bake for 40 more minutes or until
a knife inserted in the tenter of the fresh-baked pie
tomes out tU

New Movies:
Regal Cinemai
• -Cat In the HaT
• -Gothika"

Nov. 20 through Dec. 3
.Oil

Graflon-Stova* Theatre
• ■"ThlrtBen"
• "Once Upon a Time In Mexico"

KRISTIN

DON* i n aafaaaaptaair

A JMU all-female a capella croup, the
BlueeTones, promote* It* tateet album.
"DeJaBlue." at a concert last Monday night In
the College Center Grand Ballroom.

.

review
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Santa gets help
from Ferrell in
funny elven tale
BY HEATHBB EGBERT
contributing writer
The Christmas seasons
first ottering, "Fit," is jusi what
is expected from a hottda)
OK* ie
heartwarming, tan. i
tul and family-oriented.
However, it may not be
what one was expecting from
its lead actor.
Ex-"Saturdav Night Live"
actor Will Ferrell i I OW
School") new movie is fresh
territory for the Saturday
Night Live alumnus. There is
not a humorously disturbing
nude scene or psvchotu outburst to be seen. It is chock
toll i>l heavv-handed sentimentalitv that onlv works in
i hnsinias movies and it
Mauds up to its PG rating
with its innocent humor.
And, surprisingly enough,
it's actually prettv good.
Lerrell plays Buddy, a
human raised b\ elves. - not
the sexy, bow-and-arrow-toting kind, but \inla s helpers.
lie grows up knowing he is
ditterent, but never sure why
until his adi>pted father tells
him about his origins. Buddy
then sets off to meet his birth
father and bring a little holiday
cheer to the Big Apple.
Poker-faced comedic actor
Bob Newhart ("legally Blonde
2") brings to the film his
charming trademark stoicism
as Budd\ s adoptive lalhei
I'.ipa fit. and James Caan
(I as Vegas") tones down his
usual slea/iness to pla\
Buddy's somewhat emotionally distant human father.
Both men bring their own
humor to the film. Newhart's
classic stutter and deadpan
delivery have been tftfoyiMc
onscreen for four devades
( aan s tough-guv image similar
to the feel of his roles as Sonny
ConVone in "The Qxifather,
plays nkvly, against Fenvll's
childlike exuberance
joining Newhart and Caan
is .i cast of other Mien ted comedians appearing in a variety »'t
small roles Conan OlMen'l
former co-host, Andy Richter,

"ELFSTARRING:
WILL FERREU,
JAMES CAAN AND
BOB NEWHART
RATED: PG
RUNNING TIME:
95 MINUTES

sh, >w s up, along with Tenacious
L> s otlver half Kyle Gass, as top
children's book writers.
AmySedaris. who MM M
|ern' in Comedy Central's
offbeat show Strangers With
Candy," plays Caan's sunny
M( teUry, Deb, and comedian
Arty Lange, who was seen
alongside Ferrell in this
war s "Old School," stops by
to play the department store
Santa accosted by Buddy.
Of course, Ferrell obviously is the star of the him
Some of his fans, namely
teenage males, may be disappointed in the movie's lack
of gross-out humor.
But, Ferrell proves that he's
more than barf jokes and a
complete-and-utter lack of
i
s Buddy an air
of innocence that Ls endearing,
and even manages to play out
the romantic storvline with
ZOOOJ I Whanels ("All the
Real l .iris") )adcd retail clerk,
|o\ ie without any cringeinducing moments.
I his movie isn't only a
departure for its star, but also
for director jon Favreau,
I If. i>a$e 15

Movie
REVIEW KEY
• «*«« jnd Oel MMn
«••« —,l»1ltp*».
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••• Wk>brO*nvaa«>pet
■ GnamSnet
ihnil
•• 9njaimmBern
wne>mv«dn
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Places to go and things to do this weekend:
• Atotone
- Rock band The Worts wit play Friday at
9:30 p.m. Them la a $10 cover charge at tie
door, 21 and up only Rock band Wishbone
Ml play Saturday at 9 30 p m There » a $5
cover charge - 18 and up only Cat 4320610 tor more Information

• Dave's Taverns
- Hk*hop jam bend BuDerhousa Band we:
play Thursday at 8 p m Clinic rock band
The NigMhawka «t play Salurdey at 10 p m
Thare e a $12 cover charoa at Via door, $10
in advance Cat 884-1487 tor d

• Finniflan's Cove
. Acousbc muecian Jnvny O M4I perform
Saturday at 10 p m There * a $3 cover
charge at the door Cat 433-9874 lor mom

WMmaOon
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'References' gives bizarre, artistic view of inner conflict
B^ Kilt > lASPBK
senior writer
Taking a uniquely bizarre
<ippnvich on surviving the sacrifices of love, Theatre Us production of "References to Salvador
Dali Make Me Mot" makes tor a
mWerioiis play that asks ,i
myriad of questions, but leaves
ven muddy answers.
The play by renowned playwright Jose Rivera tells ol a
v\ oman's loneliness while her
macho, military husband is awav
from home, explained director
I )amon Krometis, a senior.
Powerfully and persuasively
played by junior Lauren
Uberman, Gabriel la makes sacrifices 'or her husband by lolloping hem and his job in the US.
\rnn around the world, k'aving
her in an arid desert in California
while he trains in the field
Tom between reality and her
dreams, she is k'ft confused and
M lien flu**- two worlds collide The husband, Benito, played
by junior David Schrock, displays
i passion foi his wife Out teeters
on the line between being either
en Intense, intimate soulnute < i i
protective^ verbally abusive man.
Schrock instills such depth and

fefVOI in Benito that it's difficult
either to hate or sympathize with
him as he argues with his wife.
With the moon as Cabriella's
wise — yet flirtatious — guide,
she struggles to understand the
price she is willing to pay for
lore In the surreal world she
has created, the whimsically
dressed motm. played by junior
Jeffrey Jones, becomes her only
friend. Jones exhibits a talent for
the flute at several points
throughout the play.
He creates practicallv seamless set changes that keep the
action flowing and focuses
attention on him while crew
members work below him.
Circular levels skillfully
arranged around a sunken center platform create a set just as
odd as the play itself. Yet, the
arrangement works, creating
powerful visual impacts that
take advantage of every inch of
space Theatre II has to offer
The set also enhances the
movements and abilities of the
play's animals. Paralleling
Gabriella's own story, her cat's
romp with a wild, desert coyote contributes to the portrayal
of love in all of its intensity, but
also with all of its intrica.-ies

Both the cat, played by
freshman Megan Tusmg, and
the coyote, played by junior
Brandon Stacy, portrav their
roles so appropriately and convincingly that the) become
anything but supporting characters in the show.
The theme of sacrifices made
for lovt is underscored when the
character Martin, played by sophomore Mark Johanson, is intrtv
duced. As a perverted 14-year-old
boy, he expresses emotions at
incredible extremes, shifting from
lust for Cabriella all the way to
hatred after her harsh reaction.
Junior Jason Vicente, an
unnamed entity in the play,
sweeps Cabriella back and forth
between her dream and realitv
and devekips the eccentric feel of
the play The witty, fast-paced
show combines an ama/ing fantasy world with the problems
and realistic language of two
people in love. The play has it all
— violence, conflict and steamy
se\ scenes
except tor the
answer loan age-.ild qmstion
what is the price ot low'
The show runs through
Saturday, playing daily at 8 p.m.
with an additional midnight
show Friday Tickets an? $3.

COKEY NflStMntttnhuimit ph,#>traphfr
Junior Jeffrey Jones and sophomore Mark Johanson perform In Theatre IPs "References to
Salvador Dall Make Me Hot," directed by senior Damon Krometis. The show will run through
Saturday dally at 8 p.m. with a midnight performance Friday. Tickets are $3 at the door.

With release of saucy adult novel, Judy Blume leaves 'Fudge' in dark
Judy Blume is one of those
writers who defined our generation Are You There, God' it |
Me, Margaret," Tales of a
Fourth
Grade
Nothing,"
"Otherwise Known as Sheila
the Great" — these an* the
books we plucked from library
shelves (or summer reading
programs, the rath paperbacks
We bent and folded back during
agonizingly long periods ot sustained silent reading.
They wen- not children's
lx»>k> so much as literature for
pn-adiilescence — the proving
gniund that iwrmiltpB lifelong
readers In mi, well, everyone efae.
It was with this sense of
nostalgia that 1 recently saw
the name Judy Blume written
in swirling pink script on a
worn paperback book sitting

on a friend's desk. According
to her. it had been rescued
from the bowels of our residence hall's mini-library,
where brave men dare not
venture. The name of the book
— "Wifey." In microscopic text
above the title — on the cover
.'I the book wen the words
"An Adult Novel
Little did 1 know how
"adult" a novel it was. What I
had there in my hands was
something that would send
grade school heads spinning —
the kind of book that one
would try to tuck away unnoticed in a Made of tHx)k.s or hide
in drawers or under beds. As
far as I was concerned, it was a
great literary discovery, the
work of an absent-minded
detective. Yes, friends and

aL-L

by eenior writer

Zak Salih

leaders — I had come aCRM
the exotica of Judy Blume.
If only Hie censors would
turn their backs for a few huiv
dred words, and I could fill this
column with sonic (
review-worthy quotations fn-m
this ... how to classih the mys-

tery that is 'Wifey?" It certainly
isn't high literature; something
tells mecolk-ge pmfossors aren't
boldkej seminars over the pevtic
imagery in this novel. The book
, annot even he v lassified as popular fiction. Several addictive
flips through the yelkiwed pages

reveal images and scenarios that
read liKr - ihe desperate I,nt Metal
of repressed housewives.
Of course, the back of tin1
book informs us that, "Wifey is
tired of chicken on WBdnesdam
and sex on Saturdays; Wifey
sees her wildest fantasies taking
flight, and Wifcv has an itchy —
and uncontrollable — urge to
catch up to them." Watch out.
critics and readers, pundits and
commentators — here comes
Wifey, barreling like a cannonball right out of the library of
the Marquis deSade.
Perhaps this wouldn't be so
troubling if I did not associate
the author's name — those
three syllables clanging like
bells — with the reading of my
childhood. It's like suddenly
discovering a I>r. Seuss antique

entitled "How the Grinch Stole
Folly's Virginity," or 20 years
later finding a bruised copy of
"Harrv Potter in the Lair of
Florence and Clementine" lying
atop a trash heap. How would
that change our perception of all
we have mid up to that point?
How can I go hack home to
Blume's childhood classics on
the basement shelves and not
think of sex-starved Wifey, the
"very nice housewife with a
very dirty mind," as the front
cover pnxrlaims?
Shed your tears, America.
Last week, innocence was lost in
the most unexpected u.u possible Tilings never will be the
same again. In light of recent
cUeooveriea, the title to the book
"Superfudge" now has a radical
new meaning.
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Crazies come out of woodwork in 'Guinness' ELF: Film
BY JACK BROOM

The Seattle Tunes
You can't always see it but
it's there. Deep within the
human spirit lies the passion to
succeed, the desire to stand out
the overwhelming urge to eat 27
meatballs in a minute, ride backward on a motorcycle at more
than 124 miles an hour or throw
a Frisbee-style disc 820 feet.
Chances are you personally
haven't done any of these. But.
thanks to Guinness, some people did. Those feats, all performed last year, are among the
more than 3,000 records listed in
the
recently
published
"Guinness World Records 2004."
The 288-page book covers a
wide range of scientific, natural
and engineering extremes —the
largest mammal to build a nest
is the 385-pound European wild
boar; the oldest known disease,
leprosy, was descnbed as early
as 1350 B.C.; the longest floating
bridge span is Washington
state's 1.42-mile Evergreen
Point Bridge, although the book
refers to it as the second Lake
Washington Bridge.

But the records that capture
headlines and the public imagination most frequently are me
ones in which seemingly normal
individuate take on a task they
hope will etch their names in
global
history.
Hungarian
Szaboks Borsay set a Guinness
world record by reaching a speed
of over 124 mph riding backward
en his motorcycle July 2,2002
"What we love are ordinary
people doing extraordinary
things. They're wonderful people with a lot of heart," said
Stuart Claxton, 32, a British-bom
New Yorker and a researcher for
the < .uinness organization.
Claxton holds no world
records, but it's safe to say he
has one of the world's most
unusual jobs. As a researcher for
Guinness, he rode in a helicopter above a Mexico City park in
October 2000 to photograph
10,004 people playing chess.
Last year, he measured a 4,016pound cherry lollipop (that's
more than 6.8 million calories)
in Ontario, Canada. This year,
he braved a rainstorm in New
York City to see 632 hearty souls
come within 14 people of break-

ing the record for the world's
largest pillow fight.
And this month, he expected
to attend the unveiling of the
world's largest book, 42 inches
by 62 inches when closed, at a
New York City public library
Inside the book are photographs of the tiny Himalayan
country of Bhutan.
Fortunately for Claxton, he
didn't personally inspect either
the world's largest removed
tumor (303 pounds) or the
world's oldest vomit (160 million years and counting.) Those
happy tasks fell to other
Guinness staffers.
Guinness World Records
limited gets about 50,000
inquiries a year from people who
would like to set or topple a world
record. "Every one should be'verihable, measurable and breakable," Claxton said. QuklMM
*taflers attend a small percentage
i >f attempts, but they send out specific criteria to many record-setters, setting the conditions and
requirements for verification
Following those instructions
could land Stephen Kreiger, 15,
of Bellevue, Wash., on the

Guinness list for throwing a
paper airplane more than 207
feet indoors in September, besting the existing mark by 14 feet.
'This is one of my favorites —
an example of a record that anyone can attempt," Claxton said.
To make the toss, Stephen
traveled to an airplane hangar in
Moses Uike. Under terms set by
Guinness, he had to throw the
plane on a flat level floor after a
run of no more that 30 meters (98
feet); he had to start with a standard-sized sheet of paper and
could cut pieces away but not
reattach, and could use about a
square inch of cellophane tape to
hold folds together.
And the attempt had to be witnessed by "scrutineers,'' preferably people with some standing in
the community. The family still is
putting the together the documentation, but Claxton said, 'If it all
checks out Stephen will be a new
world record holder."
On the other hand, Claxton
said Guinness is not particularly
interested in another recent epic
event in the Seattle area — 754
guitarists playing "Louie Louie"
together in Tacoma's Cheney

Stadium in August. Backers say
initial e-mail contact made them
hopeful their record would be
accepted, but Claxton said
Guinness already has a record of
more than 1,300 guitars playing
together, and is not likely to
make a category for guitars
playing a particular song.
Guinness also opted not to
monitor American magician
David Blaine's current stunt
hanging in a clear plastic box
suspended by a crane for 44
days of starvation. Claxton said
Guinness doesn't actively
encourage people to go without
earing, but keeps records of
some fasts for historical purposes, such as a 385-day hunger
strike by an inmate in Britain's
Wakeheld Prison in 1972-73.
Guinness' new edition, a
heavily illustrated coffee-table
book ($27.95), is not a comprehensive list, but what it calls a
cross-section of new and classic
records from the company's file
of some 40,000. Some records
not in the book can be found at
the Web site, www.guinnessworldrecords.com, but that list also is
a rotating collection.

kicks off
Christmas
season

ELF,frompagel3
whose last directorial credit
was for the dark crime comedy
"Made," and whose television
directorial credits include
"Undeclared," a short-lived,
raunchy college sitcom.
Favreau makes the leap from
the more adult themes of his
previous work to kid-friendly
territory with apparent ease,
making the movie appealing to
children with its bright sets, fun
costumes and sight gags, but
still enjoyable for adults through
David Berenbaum's witty script
With approximately five
weeks until Christmas, 'tis the
season for carol singing, present shopping and sappy movie
watching, and "Elf" fills the
holiday sugar craving without
giving audiences a toothache.

Not another Breeze make over
The Breeze is hosting its second annual make over contest.
Submit a photo of your friend at his or her fashion "finest" and a short explanation as to why
he or she deserves (or needs) a make over. Local businesses are sponsoring complimentary
clothing and grooming for the winners. Please include your e-mail and phone contact
information. Before and after pictures, as well as an account of the make over process as seen
by The Breeze's, Fashion Boss, will appear in a later issue of The Breeze.

Submissions are due to The Breeze office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger Hall by Monday, Nov. 24.

TATTOO?
WHERE TO GO?

ASK A SENIOR!!

wtruw
ZOO <So\xth envt <=rfa\iLionbu\q
433-5012
Hours:
Mon -Thurs 12 Noon to 8pm
Fit &Sat. 12 Noon to 10pm
Closed Sunday
Monday piercing unavailable

Call for monthly
Anniversary Specials
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cast ^iveamau]
TEe Commons

4-6 pm Ffidau, Nov. 21
Live Remote with Qloi
free Domiiios Pizza & Drinks
cash (jive Aujau!

Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
The Commons

South View

Stone Gate

Office Hour*
Monday - Friday
8:30-7:00
Saturday-Sunday
12:00-4:00
106S N Lola Lane
432-0600
www.lbjllmlled.com

www.lhecommontaparlments.com

www.toulhviewaparlmenti.com

www.ttonegateapartmentt.net
307111
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"I don't think there will be a
better college football game
played on Saturday.'"
MICKEY MATTHEWS

football coach

—CROSS COUNTRY-

FOOTBALL

Runners
place sixth
at regionals

Dukes aim for win in finale
Seniors last
game in front
of home fans

Bahnuk finishes in
30:51.5 for JMU
The men's cross country team
placed sixth in the 200.1 Southeast
Regional Championships, hosted
by East Carolina University.
All-Colonial Athk'tic Association
ninner senior Mark Bahnuk finished 24th out of 181 entries, running the 10,000-mcter course at Lake
Kristi,\( m VI sis
The University of Kentucky's
Thomas Morgan finished in first
place with a time of 29:52.6.
North Carolina State
University won the 23-team
race with a meet-low 38 points,
while the Dukes tallied 198
points in the meet
Junior Ted Herbert placed
37th in 31:19.4, and senior John
Fraser placed 42nd in 31:38.0.
Freshman C.W. Moran ran a
31:43.5 to place 51st, and junior
Evan Kays finished 56th in
31:49.7. Sophomore Josiah
Cadle placed 72nd in 32:10.4
and sophomore Nick Noe
placed 130th in 33:34.3.
—from staff reports

BY WES HEINEL

tUtitUUU spoils editor
With one game remaining on their
schedule, the Dukes will host No. 21ranked Northeastern University
Saturday at Zane Showkcr Field at
Bridgeforth Stadium.
While JML (ailed to reach the playoffs
for a fourth consecutive season, coach
Mickey Matthews said he sees this game
as a huge opportunity for the Dukes.
"I don't think there will be a better college football game played on Saturday,"
Matthews said. "Northeastern is fighting
for the playoffs, so this a chance for our
team to perform and finish the season the
way we started. I've had coaches throughout the league tell me, 'JMU has only been
two to three plays away fn>m being in the
middle of |the Division t-AA playoff race].'"
Saturday's contest also marks the
culmination of four seniors' careers
with )MU football.
veJMV,pagel8

Sophomore comarback CM Kant (41) and the MM defer*. «■ haw to stop tte Hu*ta* oTtanM In ocdw to Mta Saturday.

-COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Ex-UNC coach Doherty has chance to heal
BY WAYNE Con i •>
New York Daily News

As the clock struck midnight and
Friday turned to Saturday.^ few weeks
back, basketballs began bouncing at
colleges across the country — a raucous rite of autumn known as
Midnight Madness. Matt Doherty was
in his house in Mooresville, N.C., just
outside Charlotte. He felt empty.
"It was a weird feeling," Doherty
said. "It was the first time in 16 years
that I hadn't been part of a staff, getting
ready for basketball season."
There have been more than a few
unsettling emotions for Matthew Francis
Doherty over the past seven months. Fie
has tried to work through them and
move on. He's been hired to do some
game analysis for College Sports tek?vision and ESPN. He has made the nninds
to various NBA and coUege teams, places
such as the University of Notre Dame
and Michigan State University and
University of Michigan, and watched
how other coaches and programs work
He has taken a series of leadership
and business management courses .it
schools ranging from Wharton, at the
University of Pennsylvania, to
Darden, at the University of Virginia.
Closer to home, he has become a basketball season-ticket holder at
Davidson College, finding comfort

and support from Bob McKillop.
McKillop coached Doherty at Holy
Trinity High School in Hicksville. NY,
and gave him his start as a Davidson
assistant in 1989. More than most, he
knows how relentlessly driven Doherty
was as a player and a coach — and how
trying this year has been for him.
"From national coach of the year to
no longer a coach?" McKillop says of
Doherty, who took the honors In 2001.
"That's a dramatic fall, and it's only
augmented when it happens at your
alma mater We all fall off the high wire
at some point, but his high wire was
pretty well up there."
A native of I-ong Island, N.Y., Matt
Doherty has sweptback gray hair,
and has pretty much the same yardstick physique he had 21 years ago,
when he was a 6-foot-7-inch forward
on the UNC team that got a buzzerbeating jump shot from Michael
Jordan to help Dean Smith win his
first national championship. It
amounted to a heralded hardwood
homecoming on July 11, 2000 — the
da) Doherty officially came back to
Chapel Hill after one 22-victory season as head coach at Notre Dame.
The homecoming ended last April 1,
when Doherty effectively was forced
out amid widespread reports of player
unhappiness. impending transfers and
36 kisses in two years. After going 26-7

in his first season in Carolina — a year
that included an 18-game winning
streak and ended with the coach-of-thcyear honors — Doherty presided over
the worst year (8-20) in program hist, r)
Last year got off to a promising
start, with five straight victories and a
preseason
National
Invitational
Tournament title that included triumphs over Kansas University ,in.l
Stanford University, but unraveled
after 6-foot-9-inch freshman Sean May
broke his own foot in December.
"I thought they had things going in
the right direction," said Scott May,
the former Indiana Ail-American and
Sean's father
To legions of Carolina fans, though,
the uncharacteristic losses wen' just the
most visible part of the picture. Equally
troubling was the way Doherty — one
of their own — seemingly had trampled on near-sacred Tar Heel folkways.
First, he dismissed the entire staff of
assistants under outgoing coach Bill
Cuthrklge — most notably Phil Ford,
the school's all-time leading scorer, a
gentle man whose popularity among
the blue-clad faithful only to Smith's
He got rid of a longtime secretary, and
a second well-regarded female aide
resigned — another beloved link to the
glory years broken.
The games themselves presented
another big departure from tradition

— Doherty eschewing the calm, avuncular demeanor of Smith and
Cuthridge in favor of raspy, mughedged sideline rants, arms flailing, feet
I m bis, veins bulging. He gut into a hot
shouting match with Duke University
assistant Chris Collins, and had a celebrated chair-throwing tantrum as he
stormed out of practice one day.
Outwardly, Dohertv's beh.i\ lot WSJ
not much different from scores of other
big-time coaches, but the contrast to his
predecessors was jarring. It became
even more so last season, when there
was an unseemly string of player complaints about Dohertv's caustic, verbally abusive style.
Suddenly, the term Carolina family
— as much a part of the sports vernacular as the Yankee's pinstripes - was
rc\ Baling some deep dysfunction
Or, as freshman standout Rashad
McCants told reporters at the press
conference following Doherty's departure, "My bad experience has nothing
to do with the pnigram. It only had to
do with the coaches."
Doherty wasn't eager to rehash the
ordeal, but he acknowledged that he
should've proceeded more slowly at
the start and not made wholesale
changes. "I was the polar opposite of
Coach Guthridge." Dohefty said. "I
should've understood that more and
throttled it more when I came in

PATRK'K SCHNEIDER/I'aurfcffr (Unrnrr
Matt Doherty with Rashad McCants.

"You've got to know what club to
use when you are presented with a
shot Maybe the driver I used when I
was at Notre Dame was not the driver to use at North Carolina, given the
circum.st.in.es I loherty said.
Doherty's supporters point out that
he had the youngest major college
team in the country last year, and that a
few more victories may well have

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION

-FIKI.I)H<KKEY-

Rookie James makes immediate impact on marketing
BY LARRY BlCHBL
Knighi Hi,1,1, i Newspapers

LeBron James doesn't lead
the NBA in scoring or assists
or rebounds. And his team is
down near the bottom of the
Central Division standings.
But already the 18-year-old
rookie is at the top of the list in
two key categories
One category is hype generated before playing a single game; in that regard, he's
the all-time champ. The other
is |ersey sales — the ultimate
expression of a player's popularity in an era when you
are what you sell.
With nearly 500,000 shirts
sold, he's ahead of evervone in
the NBA, including Allen
Iverson. Kobe Bryant and the
gone-but-not-forgotlen
Michael Jordan. In all of
American sports, he's No. 2,
trailing only Atlanta I.ikons
quarterback Michael Vick.
"The numbers are pretty
heavy-duty,"
said
Neil
Schwartz of SportsScan Info,
a Florida-based firm that

tracks sales. "Overall, the
sports-licensing business is
up only 7 percent this year.
But the NBA is up 90 percent,
and what's driving that
activity is LeBron. He is the
X factor'. He's what wasn't
there last year."
That's the athletic and
financial phenomenon of
LeBron James.
MfltC is investing $90 million over seven years in the
young man in the expectation
of making him the next Jordan
— or the next best thing He is
emulating Jordan in one
respect by selling tickets in his
own town and selling out
buildings around the league.
James has made an early
imprint on the national psyche with his endorsement
deals, the big one with Nike
and smaller ones with CocaCola to endorse Sprite and
Powerade and with Upper
Deck for sports cards and
memorabilia lies been featured in Nike and Sprite
commercials that were
pegged to his debut.

Still to hit the market is
his first shoe for Nike, the
one that he's already wearing. The design of the $110
sneaker, bearing his LJ23
logo and the Air Zoom
Generation label, is inspired
by James' well-documented
love for Hummers. It's due
out Dec. 20, with quantities
expected to be limited to
help spur demand.
"It's going to take a while
to see if he'll be a good deal
for Nike," said John Horan,
publisher of the Sporting
Goods Intelligence newsletter in Glen Mills. "A year
ago, people thought he'd
get $25 million — he got $90
million. His appeal at this
Eoint is mostly with the
ids. But, that's who really
buys the stuff."
There's no questioning,
though, the impact he has had
in and around Cleveland,
where the Cavaliers have been
one of the league's most forgettable teams trie last few years.
In sales of team logo merchandise, the Cavaliers have

moved from last to third,
behind only the lakers and the
Sixers. At the team store, you
can purchase a LeBron James
poster or a LeBron James Tshirt. Not to mention a pennant, necklace, wall clock,
trash can, coin set and various
styles of jerseys.
James has sold out the
Gund Arena, the league's
third-largest with .i capacity
of 20,562, only twice in four
tries. But, after averaging a
league-worst 11,497 last year,
the Cavaliers expect to see an
attendance increase of more
than 50 percent this season
And he's helped boost
the self-image of an oftenforgotten, blue-collar
region with a sports history
dominated by memorable
near-misses.
The town hasn't had a
championship since the first
incarnation of the Cleveland
Browns won the NFI title in
1964, back before there was
a Super Bowl.
"By land, by sea, by air,
we've experienced positive

itiACH.pagelS

change in every aspect of our
business," said team president Len Komoroski. "I^Bron
is selling the Cavaliers, and
he's selling l leveland to the
nation and the world."
While all the early signs
are positive. James' future
as a mover of merchandise
heavily depends on his oncourt performance. To
become a figure with appeal
to consumers who aren't
avid basketball fans,
LeBron will have to bring
championships
to
Cleveland, which isn't in
the i ards this season.
"Being a winner r
Hal in terms ot his getting to
the Jordanesquc levels," said
Doug Jacobs of Innovative
Sports Marketing in
Hoboken, N.J. "It's the only
way to reach the casual fan
and build on the image.
Performances in the- later
stages el the plavoffs are what
people remember A year
from now, it Cleveland is sun
winning 20 games a season, it
won't be the same for him."

Perlis to
play in
All-Star
game
Senior forward J.mellc
1'erhs was named to the
National Field Hockey
Coaches Association NorthSouth All-Star team. She will
play in the All-Star game
Saturday in Amherst, Mass.
The match is scheduled to
begin at 7:30 p.m. at the
I imcrsity of Massachusetts,
which also is hosting the
Divison I lick! h.xkev semifinals and championship game
today and Siturday
Perlis is a three-time AllSouth Kegkm selection. She led
the Dukes with seven goals
and 18 points this season. She
finished her career with 39
gulls which places lier eighth
on (!»• all-time goals list. Her 91
career poM puts bar ninth on
that all-time list
—from staff reports
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COACH:
Doherty
desires job
COACH, fmm page V
made his stylistic breaches
moot. They will tell you
that Smith was 35-27 his
first three years, scarcely
ditfercnt from Doherty's 5343. If May hadn't been out
three months and the team
won five more games and
finished, say, 24-11, would
Carolina chatrooms have
been so choked with venom
toward the coach? Would
there have been probing
dissection of every tirade?
Doherty never has strayed
from the high mad since leaving what he once called "the
best job in basketball." He
tries not to second-guess his
decision to leave Notre Dame,
and publicly professes nothing but admiration for
Carolina basketball, its traditions and even for athletic
director Dick Baddour and
chancellor James Moeser, who
implicitly criticized his leadership and communication skills
at the press conference
announcing his departure.
He says he's glad North
Carolina was able to get his
friend and mentor, Roy
Williams, for whom he served
seven years as an assistant at
Kansas, to take over.
Doherty does, however,
find it interesting how rapidly the prism through which
he's viewed has changed.
"When I was the national
coach of the year, I was considered intense, disciplined, comrrtitive and demanding. Then
go 8-20, and I'm too intense,
too competitive and too
demanding. It's a fine line. If s
a fragile industry. Opinions are
fickle. I've seen it."
Doherty said, "I've learned
some hard lessons. I've had
some lessons that have
beaten me up. But, I'm only
41 years old and, hopefully,
I'm wiser and more experienced. I believe I hive some
unfinished business."
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FOOTBALL

PICKS
Get ready to Fumble!
|MU hxtfball has yrt tu grace the commentary of PtTTW (his >«ir, so it's neccH«ar\
to give a little hype toward the Dukes. Message to the student bodv — get out ot hed
before noon on a Saturday
I know it's a
shocking concept — toss im a purple shirt
and participate in a "Purple CXit." Support a
team that likely will win the A-10 in 2ttH.
In Division l-A play, the two most
awaited games an1 betu <\i 1 ( Mik > State and
Michigan, as well as ISL and tie Mi*.s It
the Wolverines and Rebels can knuck .tit
the Buckeyes and tigers in their backvanis
thev will ensure themselves a BCS berth
and also secure a conferemr < h.imp.
onship. If the Wolverines win, there's a
high possibilitv that they even might pla\
for the national championship.
Around the office, people have been
scrambling to finish in second place for tin
season, as three of the panel's four regular
members are within one win of each other
Assistant ads manager Matt I as tin. T rejoins
the POTW crew for a second go around
after going 10-1 in the season's first edition.

Bred Richards
B-fllch
74-58
9-2
.5*1

Matt Lastner
Spurrier
74-58
6-5
.561

Boise St

Boise St.

MkMpan

MfcNgan

LSU
NCSU
Wisconsin

LSU
MejyUnd
Wisconsin

JMU

Northeastern

JMU

Philadelphia
Seattle
Carolina
SsriFrandaco

Philadelphia
Seattle
Carolina
San Francisco
Miami

Philadelphia

Alison Fargo
The Short One
74-58
8-3
.561

Y\feek#13
Season total
last weak.
Win ptmntogi

College
Boise St. O Fresno St
Ohio St. • Michigan
Louisiana St. 9 Mississippi
Maryland O N.C. St.
Iowa O Wisconsin

Fresno St
Mississippi
NCSU
Wisconsin

Northeastern at JMU

Pro
New Orleans 9 Phila.
Seattle O Baltimore
Carolina 9 Dallas
San Fran. O Green Bay
Washington @ Miami

Philadelphia

Philadelphia

Dallas
Green Bay
Miami

Seattle
Carolina
SanFranciaoo
Miami

Miami

Baltimore
Dallas
SanFranctoco
Miami

JMU: Defense must neutralize Gale, ran game
JMV.frvm page 17
Seniors linebacker Dennard
Melton, defensive end Tim
Smith, defensive end Jerame
Southern and wide receiver
Alan Harrison will don the
purple and gold one last time
as they play their final home
game at Zane Showker Field
at Bridgeforth Stadium. The
four seniors also will be recognized at halftime
"A win would be good for
our mentality going into the
off-season," red-shirt junior
quarterback Matt LeZotte said.
"These seniors have really put
a lot into this program, and
they want to go out on a positive note. I'm going to do
everything I can to send them
out on a positive note."
Northeastern enters the
game as the hottest team in the
Atlantic 10, Matthews said. The
Huskies have balance on both
sides of the ball, as their offense
is ranked No. 1 in the conference,

-66
We want to rally to the
ball, gang tackle, knock
him (Gale) back and
get him on the ground.
— Dick Hopkins
defensive coordinator/
defensive backs coach

9V
while the defense is No. 3.
"They have a great team —
they're really physical," LeZotte
said. "We're going to see a lot
about ourselves this weekend.
I'm looking forward to playing
Saturday — I love these types of
[physical] games.
"I think they're in the position
we should be in right now if we
would have capitalized up at
that game in New Hampshire.
Now that we're going home for

Thanksgiving, we're looking forward to making another team go
home as well," LeZotte said.
The Dukes' offense will need
to set the tone early, Matthews
said, citing his squad's inability
to bust open a big play all season.
"I think I've set an NCAA
record for career passes caught
short of the goal line — inside
the 5-yard line," LeZotte said.
"Wfe're going to need big plays
and the offensive line to execute.
If our line executes, big plays
will come about."
The Huskies are a team that
likes to start strong and put up
some points early in the game,
according to Matthews, and
the Dukes will need to keep
pace with Northeastern from
the beginning of the game.
"Northeastern plays a highrisk defense that gambles a lot,"
Matthews said. "When you have
a chance to make plays, they
need to be made. Their defense
will make plays, and stop you for

a loss. If s just a matter of catching them when they're susceptible to a big play."
Matthews indicated that the
tempo of the game will be
determined in the trenches, saying the two teams are mirror
images of one another.
"All the tough guys will
have a lot of fun," Matthews
said. "If you're not a tough guy,
you won't last."
Defensively, the Dukes will
have the task of controlling 6foot-3-inch, 225-pound running back Tim Gale, along with
the rest of the Huskies' explosive offensive unit.
"Arm tackles will not bring
Gale down — he can break
tackles," defensive coordinator / defensive backs coach
Dick Hopkins said. "We want
to rally to the ball, gang tackle,
knock him (Gale) back and get
him on the ground."
Last week Northeastern shut
out the University of Richmond,

45-0, scoring on its first seven
possessions of the game. Gale
paced the squad, rushing for a
season-high 202 yards on 12 carries. As a whole, the Huskies
racked up over an average of 10
yards per snap, en route to totaling 509 yards of offense.
"We're a little bit of an undersized team, but we're so quick,"
Hopkins said. "With our philosophy, well take speed over girth.
Preparation-wise, the guys have
some payback after we went up
then? last year, and we didn't
play well as a team."
A win against Northeastern
would give the Dukes a 7-5
record, which would be the first
winning season for JMU under
Matthews since his first seasonal
head coach in 1999.
"We have an opportunity to
see what kind of team this is —
whether we come out fighting
or lay down and die." LeZotte
said. "We're going to do very
well on Saturday."

tiiippisiiiiuiipr.'ri Oitm flmliiihiiiG TATTOO STUDJD
URQCSC selection OF Booy jemeUy in conn
Friday • November 21 • 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. • Warren Hail

WINTER SPORTS KICK-OFF
PEP RALLY
MhMlcs MariwUos «ril bs gMm away trss posters, Kbsdsk cards, spirt Mams,
aarinora! Stop by to tsar* Men

Saturday • November 22 • Noon • Final Home
Showker Reld/Bridgefortli Stadium

FOOTBALL vs. NORTHEASTERN
*mtmmn CRUTCHFIELD

■—d Tteas of Wnlsiat Hal CowpatMaal Them.: PURPU OUT!
Let's fW the stadium with parpts and sad the season with a bang! GoDakaall

Saturday • November 22 • 7 p.m. • Convocation Center

MEN'S BASKETBALL vs. FURMAN

.ttai Ota™ Qmm^fi

Schaoats Posters to

tag

mm

UM

first 500 taas!

Sunday • November 23 • 2 p.m. • Convocation Center

mm jjpj

WOMEN'S BaASKETRALL
vs. JACKSONVILLE STATE
rr*# KtMW

i
54U-434-4700
W ReSCRVOiR SC - MRPjsOmiRCi - \CR0SS FRCHY) CVS

to first 250 fans!

• Hawadur 24 • 7 p.m. • Convocation Center

MEN'S BASKETBALL vs.
WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY
I NASCAR, arfcaa by Ham* Sadler.

[pTelos^
For scores, schedulas, highlights,
on-llna ticfcat purchasing and mors, go to..
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CLASSIFIEDS
Several Heueee 1135 S. Main
St . 55 * and B. 76 W Fair view
adjacent to Harrison St. Five 2 enO
3 t>edroom houses ail DSL wtntd.
2 neve AC. Apartmant 73A East
Market. 2 bedrooms, utilities
included. Call 433-0984 or
24&3147.
For Rent, Spring lew If I One
bedfoom basemen! apt. on
South Mason Street. Utilities
split with house. $495/month.
Call Jesse. 703-906-4218 or
email m>U$b<lO)mu.0du

For Meet - 5 or 6 Bedroom house
available August 1, 2004. Spacious
rooms. 2 kitchens. 2 Oaths, large
Bar* yard, minutes from JMU. 240
N. Hlfh Street $290 par room. Call
437-0193

WE HAVE
PROPERTY AT:
WESPORT VILLAGE
HUNTER'S RIDGE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-M'S
OLD SOUTH HIGH
WEST MARKET STREET

Wanted Student to sublease one
Bedroom of three bedroom
townhouaa on Devon Lane. January
1. 2004 or ASAP, to June 1, 2004
$233 a month plus 1/3 of utiMies
Call 8967682 or 896 9022
Fa* ftee*. Two bedrooms m three
bedroom, one level duplex New
construction, pnvete bath, hardwood
floors, W/D. air. modern kitchen.
$500/month or $300 for one
bedroom. 102 Maryland Ave. Call
8336104.

HIGH STREET
SOUTH MAIN STREET

Fer Reel- 65 S. Brook Ave • 4
nedroomt. 1/5 Baths. Victorian
Hardwood
floors,
laundry,
AC. parttinf. leu then a mile from
campus. June lease $260. Call
2M958A
t Compere our 4*
tenant houses end duplexes. See
photos, prices, and current
availability for 2004 05 at
*** cmtteproperty.com.

1-2-3-4 or 5 Bedroom
apartment*

for Rest Good location,
cheap rent. Call Bnan. 560-1003.

Furnished & Unfurnished

■sdresM AveHaMe Squire Hill
Bedroom open in two-bedroom
townhouaa starting January 1st.
Wonderful roommate, pet friend
and nonsmoking. Ethernet.
AC/heet, cable, end near bus stop.
Can Lee, 540-438-9492

ROOM

2-7 Bedroom houses
ALL WALKING

Fer Heart- Furnished apartment,
temtefflcient. smgte bedroom, batn.
all uMNas, pnvete entrance. WaHng
distance to JMu. Graduate student
preferred. S360 call 434-7522

DISTANCE TO JMU!

Fer Rant 289. 291. and 293
Campbell Street will be available
for yearly lease starting June 1,
J004.
Call
4336047

NO BUS RIDE!
Klin, Kin, r Rentals

Three. Four end Five
Bedroom Houses for Rent!

438-8800

■edraem Available for Spring
semester Commons, 3 male
roommales. all easy to live with
$305/month Call or email
Mike. 804 502 3827.
vaatudenrdNcomcasr net

3004-2006

June to June leases
Close to campus
Washer & Dryer included
Groups only1
Cell 433-0380.
Apartment Available for Spring
Semeeter Rent $200 (negotiable)
Short walk to campus, spacious,
minimal utility coats, private
bethroom/showsr. Contact ASAP if
interested
or need
more
information. 1 757692-3989
'au/wnrm#>nu.edu
FoTSent- 393 W. Water Street 6
bedrooms, 2 Baths, 2 kitchens,
renovated farm house. Herdwood
'loors. energy efficient, all
bedrooms very large. June
ieeae/$260. Call 234-8584
Eiiiabeta Street - 5 Bedrooms.
Porches,
hardwood
floors.
appliances
Call 568-3068
Did vow know that your
parents can gel a
subscription to

TheHrteze?
$40 for third class mail
or $80 for finn class mail,
you can receive a full year nf

The Breeze!
Call today to start your
subsenptuxn' We accept VISA
and Master Card by phone or
you may mail in your payment.
Call 568-6127 today!

One Bedroom Carriage House
Apartment • Kitchen, dining area
and living room and full bath. Five
Blocks to campus and In the heart
of Ok) Town. www.ceeUeproperfy corn

Heeae for Rent Cantrell Ave.. 8
bediooms, 2.5 baths, laundry.
DSL. June lease. Call 234-8584.

Fer Rant- 3 bedroom apartment
avetlabie August 1, 2004, close to
JMU. 281 w. Market Street
$'14 month Call 4370193.
One sssrasren fawasaaa OJrejsrbtesd
Houae. South Main St. Cheap
rent, negotiable. Can 437-6611.

Cards. Qltt Wrap, Stocking
Staffers, and morel Gift & Thrift.
227 M, Main St

led
end
Breakfast
5
Rooma/flreplacee. 2 courtyard
cottages, fun gourmet Breakfast,
pnvate baths - Romantic getaway
$90 to $125 Call 1«0047M714.

Fer gees used white couch and
loveseat $50. Call 433«912 after
6 p.m.
ISM Rani ascort Fee Safe - $1,000
or bast offer. Can 433-0516.

Female Reemmate Wanted • to
share 2 bedroom apartment in
Harnsonburg, in safe nesjhbomood.
Reasonable rent. Cell 4330760 or
eel 830-2853

1891 Ford Maetang '
LX
hetchback,
auto,
eiceiient
condition, 61.000 miles, cruise,
premium sound, sunroof, alloy
wheels, beautiful car. $3950. Call
2896420

House tor Rent lor 4 Females
-oceted m walking distance from
JMU. 4 bedrooms. 2 baths, and
yard. Available m May. Call
3014902985

1991 Ferd Eaelerer
good
condition, new tires. $4.500/obo
Call
Mike.
435-4369

laaptrjye and Quiet Twe lassaam
Apartments -$275 per person in
6-unit student building Fully
equipped with 1 5 bath. W/D. A/C.
D/W and large living and dining
rooms www cttUaprootrty.com

Nlee 1994 FlreelrS- V6, dual
exhaust, AM/FM CD player, run*
and sounds great Call 289-7090
iff* Nieeen AMaaa OH Great
condition, black, $3900 080 Call
568-7914

Qotne; Abroa*?
Advertise your available
space wrth a 'For Rent" ad In
The B/eeal

Nice, many
new perts. best offer. Cell 406-2277.

hiring for fall buy backs and

1997 Red Monte Carte 2 door.
spoiler, excellent condition. 94.300
miles, loaded, new tires, $3995.
Call 830-0444

Please come by the store
to apply.

Clean Out Vour Cluttered
Apartment!
Sell unwanted furniture and
accessories with a "For Sale"
ad in the Breenl
Cstt 568-6127 today!
Pentium MMX - 200 MHz. 32M
RAM. 8G hard drive. 24* CD-ROM.
Windows 98, Office 97. HP
Deskjet 520. 2 HP 26 cartridges.
S200 o.b.o. Call 612-2244 or
email Oofogemitjmu.eou.
fer (Ms • Ml. Shasta 21 speed
bike, in very good condition, ridden
very little. Asking $100 (at

Make Meney Taking Oftftne Surveys
Earn $10 $125 for surveys Earn
$25 250 for focus groups Visit
www c»sh4efuoierjtscom/t>reeve

Metereyole Helmet Shoel full
coverage,
black,
excellent
condition Small carry bag. $100
OBO Call 830-2030.

I ■ m M mviituii -i ajjj MlaMM
Rtardiag Ac Btveatsejaoa of Imencmf
huMncw opportunities nwlac) the
Beocr Butinest Bureau. Inc

• - Carbon fiber Giant
21 Speed Excellent condition, two
years old $450. pwd $1,100. Call
435*430 or 1800 296-3465. ask
for Randy.
•leyele tsatensl • Cyctocross sin
57. All 105 components. $725.00
OBO
Can Joe. 568-3413.
ptietttjm0fmu.edu
New Ski Beets - Lowa Structure
Coaches Boots Ladles 4-peir.
Rosslngnoi 6 pair - Race one
Rossmgnoi 4-pair soft: Daibelio
SGS Vano 2oaW; Dolomite ice blue
titanium 2 pair Call 888-8721.
minagSjnu edu

NOTICE

1-800-533-5501

USA Spring Break - Cancun,
Bahamas, Acapuico. Jamaica &
more Don t be fooled' Go with
Quality and experience! 28 years in
business. Largest student tour
operetor (Division of USA Student
Travel) Call toll free: 1877460
6077 Now also hiring campus
reps Earn 2 free trips for 15
travelers
end
SI.

h«'ii,'A'ii*-n,',
#1
JfuWwrt Tun OanaOl la

MBpvKa, jMwn
■am aa/flarah

, Spring Bfc.i.
I www.studenlr repress.con
Call NOW: 1.800.787.3787
Act Now! Book ll people, get
12th trip free Group discounts for
6* Call 1 800 838 8202 or
waw.spnngOreaktfiscountj.com.

Sol
Castf ftoH
DUIS
1789
Jamaica'

1 ssrlaej Basafc VeiiHml 110%
best prices! Cancun, Jamaica.
Acapuico. Bahamas, Fonda. Book
now and receive free parties and
meals Campus reps wanted!
1 800-234-7007
*ww. e ndlet ssummettourt. com

1800 234 7007
SI Spring Break Opetatorf Check
our web-site for the best deeis.
www.vatTsbondtours.com. Cancun.
Acapuico. Bahamas. Jamaica, and
Fiona* Group organizer* earn free
trips and cash. Call todayl
14662732500
Winter and Spring BVawk - Ski and
beach trips on sale now! Can
1 800 SUNCHASE or go to
www.Soncnase.com todayl
Spring »r#»k .
island. Cancun. Jamaica, and
Acapuico from $489 Air. hotel,
transfers, parties, and morel
Organize small group earn free
trips plus commissions! Call
1800-GET-SUf.1
So Man, Sprtng Break Carwawwael
Book direct with the established
leader m Spring Break travel.
Better trips. Better prices. Early
booking incenuves. Book now with
a small deposit 1 800-367 1252
www.springoreakoVect.com
Caaeue, Aaapelee, Naaaae.
Jamaica! 7 nights from $459 ♦
tax' includes breakfasts, dinners
Guaranteed lowest prices and best
party schedule The only Spring
Break company recognized for
outstanding ethics! Visit the best
Spnng Break site on Pie web view
100s of hotel vwjeos and reviews
at www.Spnng6/ss*7revefc«*n.
Cell 1-80067*6386

MSB*
|J:II'H:!:|I1!|

HELP WANTED
Help Wanted Experienced cook
and wait staff for popular
restaurant 35 minutes from JMU
Campus. Great tips' Lost River Gnll
& Motel, call Tim or Kevin for
details.
1 304-897 6482

Call 568*127 for more
information.

at
assanut±e/i Ski Resort
Now hiring for Ski Season

Lifts, Rentals, Retail Shop, Food Service,
Telephone Operators, Cashiers, and More!
'Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE midweek and night Skiing and Rentals!
Stop by th. Ski Offlca M* 8.-30 am - 4:30 pm
to fill out an application.

LiMikinK for a vpecial say 10 «>
I lute tnu. In jpnlogirc. nr tu
Hunk someone?
Race a personal* ad in
The Breeze and U will appear
online (or free1
Call 568-sl 27 today!
Bartender Tr*kwee Heeded • $250
a day potential. Local positions
1800 293 3985. ext. 613
Adoption - Loving and staBie
couple win provide a happy home
for your baby, filled with lots of Ova
and security. Expenses paid.
Please cell Greg and Maureen
anytime at 1 80O605-9703.
pine 00.

PLACEA
CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE BREEZE!
WOO for ftrM 10 word«
12.00 nch HdH'l 10 wordi
Block ads an SIO/lncK
Al! t lassifial ads must be
tiuy e-mail your ad (o

■Mlurn y,', -, HUM..
Mmums *>&£!wassi
4

The Breeze is looking for
writers for News. Focus,
Sports. Style, and Opinion.

the Spring Break Bahamas Party
Crutse - S days from $299 Party
with Ace. Malloiy. Steven, and
Tneheee. Includes meals, port/hotel
taxes, exclusive parties with cast
members! Call 1«0&67^6386
i*ww Spnng8reeJr7ravef.com

submilted in unting. Vmi

COHFlMttD m FUGHTS

Do You Want to Write for the
Bree/e?

AIRLINE
TICKET!

CONFIRMED FLIGHTS
BWI

i
a day potential. Local positions
1-800 293 3985.
eit.
215

Guitar Lesaons
intermediate, individual and group
rales Cai Greg. 43J>9385

Ski Free

M

Fraternities, Sororities. Clubs.
Student Arenas Earn $1,000
$2,000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraieing event Our free programs
make fundr»vng easy with no rtak,
fundraMur* dates ere flilmg Quickly.
so get with me program, n works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at
1-8889233238.
or
visit
www.csrnptnaunoyalaar.coni

Johnson Mandolin New with Gig
Bag • $75. square neck Regal
Dobro with case. $275: 26 key
accordion with case $175; oDo
Call 4344625.

excellent concStion. yellow with black
trim, new tires. 9.000 miles.
negotiable. http://cobjmu.eOu/ltllie
CaN 421-7243

wihrnim

spring book sates!

$350 new). Call 249-2064

IMS Poralie 944 - 94K miles. 5
speed, removable sunroof, new
Pirelli Ores, beautiful car inside and
out. $5995. Call 540 740 8245

Can BM4127

UNIVERSITY OUTPOST now

1999 Coegjar • Vary race car. runs
great and Is very clean. Wall taken
care of. For price, cell 28*7090.

Iho hnxvc^ imu.edu

cash, check. VISA or
MasterCard

www.slilravel.com

All ad'

subject to Breeze appi o.at

iftsggu.:

8UB&L
1-800-648-484V

Ads

musl he paid in advance by

(all 5*8-6127 todas!

1 800 234 7007

■ wcJuSMP ASS, ,1.H,V7.„

Kitties

ICECREAM
Flavor of the Week:

Pump

289-4984

How does

Spring Break

sound right about now??

$tao Jfy,

Ditch the books and come party with Beach Llfelll

Jamaica
Cancun

56E WoaeSt
BeeideKbnes

Book before Dec 15th and $ovel!

'

Sell trips, earn cash, travel free!!

Acapuico1
Bahamas
Florida

jg

^

FLEX NOW ACCEPTED!

Awesome Group Discounts

Buy a BBQ Sandwich.
Frir'H and Drf nk

Packages from BWI starting at $5291!

www.BeachLlfeVocations.com

1.800.733.6347

Downfown: 433-3917

for
1

Bap OrOOO

' I

tUi.OO.
Ormpa* -t r.

YDU IMIVT HAU. ID HE A FIIT mr HI SIW HHU-S
lit*. MipdiiHi .r
evaaedaeMl
MB li IIUIH
Loll or lni|«irlx,
ludhm mid
lu.nl In

IIIKI!

Mimic
Bjeaaeehi
Cnoro!

liaah for vimr
oldlUili
IIVIU
iJalun iMiftin!
you bui|!
Fiud Muociul
uninr*!

WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!
l*n w l« >*»> r ■ VHMU, I "M'

?jm

KROGER SHOPPING CTR WHAT A RECORD
1790-96 E. Mortal St. STORE SHOULD BE!
Moo-Sal. 1M.SiM4ay12-< Lint en Boforo You Buy!

WWW.PUUi9MUSIC.COM

Barber Shop & Styling Salon

$6.00 Haircuts
Flattops, High & Tights, Fades, Perms, Highlights,
Foiling, Cornrowing and Waxing
Hour*
M-W 7:00-5:30
Thurs 7:00-7:00
Fri 7:00-5:30
Sat 7:00-2:00

434-4844

33 West. Harrisonburg
Directly across from Rockingham New Holland

J
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FLEX SPOTLIGHT

Low ofrl CAm?
•

#

UsE Ypufc eJAc T<? PA
AT TwE*E LOC AL BUSI

Caribbean Tan
Due to JMU student past patronage, we are
opening a new location in Harrisonburg Crossing.

Thank you JMU Students!

Now Accepting FLEX!
LIMITED EDITION

,I

W

■

Signature.

|

ID#

$10 j
Includes Super Beds

I
Limit one per customer

IMrWrwCimpu. ,
„.,_„
Si Souih Mam s,
433-2300
JMUCISAT
& Pon Road

,
tjD-O 111

|

LARGE 1 -Topping
Pizza

Ask about our Super-"' menu!

$7.00!

'I

t^k
f&S

H.iinsoiUuirg. VA «?2801
Phoiu0321

$7.00!

,■»<-

Located in the Food Lion Shopping Center
on Port Republic Road

433 - 9989

vi

Accepting FLEX

All Day Tuesday

1

•
Hra \ Blvd.

Accepting FLEX

'| MEDIUM I Topping |
|. Pizza & Cinnutix

DirecTV Satellite Sports (including colli^f basketball)
'

Music Video System
No Cover Charge
t'oillt' to I hi' l>

tV t ir,

JA ,IES

'.'-:

SON JN

.ERsrn

BASKETBALL
SUPPLEMENT
~z r-::_:
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Leaders of the Pack
Meet the Dukes' 2003- '04 coaches
Sherman Dillard
Coming to JMU in 1997 after three years of head
coaching at Indiana State University, Dillard was the
first JMU alumnus to lead the- basketball program.
Prior to Indiana, Dillard worked at Georgia
Institue of Technology from 1988 to 1994 and at University of California from 1985 to 1988. He worked
under "Lefty" Driesell at thte University of Maryland from 1979-1985. Before coaching at the collegiate level, Dillard was an assistant coach at Laurel
Park High School, near Marrinsville, from 1978-79.
In his first year as head coach at JMU, the Dukes
went 11-16. In 1998-'99 the team improved to 16-11.
During the 1999-'00 season, Dillard was named the Colonial Athletic Association
Coach of the Year, the NCAA district co-coach of the year and the Virginia Coach of
the Year by the State's Sports Information Directors Association. The Dukes had a
successful season of 20-9 and tied for the regular-season CAA title that year.
Dillard's team had a 12-17 in the 200O-'01 season and was a semi-finalist in the
CAA Tournament. In 2001-'02, the team went 14-15 overall and 1-1 in the CAA Tournament. Last year, the team went 13-17 overall and 1-1 in the CAA Tournament.
Dillard was the lead scorer in "each of his four seasons at JMU, was the team's top
rebounder as a freshman and he scored 2,065 points total He was a second-team All
America by the National Association of Basketball Coaches in 1975-76, a four-time honorable mention All-American by Associated Press, and a three-time Academic All-America. He graduated magna cum laude in 1978 and is in the JMU sports hall of fame.
Dillard is married to Dena and they have two sons, Benjamin and Langston.
— compiled from staff reports
— Photo courtesy of JMU SPORTS MEDIA RELATIONS

Kenny Brooks
Brooks begins his first year of head coaching JMU's
women's basketball. Replacing Bud Chikiers, Brooks
was named the team's interim coach in December 2002
when Childers took a medical leave of absence.
The women's team had a successful end season with Brooks. Brooks led the team to 17-12
record and to the semifinals of the Colonial Athletic Association Tournament. He coached the
team during a win over the Old Dominion University Lady Monarchs, 12-time league champions. He was introduced as the new head coach
after the conclusion of the 2002-'03 season.
While this is Bnx>ks' first time as head coach, he has plenty of coaching experience. He was the assistant coach for the men's program from 1998-'02. He was the
assistant coach at the Virginia Military Institute from 1994-'98. Under his coaching,
the Keydets had two winning seasons, five all-conference players and led the Southern Conference in scoring. Shortly after graduating, Brooks was the part-time assistant coach for JMU's men's team from 1993-'94. The Dukes had a successful season
that year — they won the CAA Tournament and advanced to NCAA play.
Brooks is a 1992 graduate from JMU and was a guard on the basketball team. He
scored 607 points, and had 216 assists, averaging 5.7 points per game. He was on
two teams that finished first in the CAA regular season and also played in two
National Invitation Tournaments. He played under head coach John Thurston from
1987-'88 and "Lefty" Driesell from 1988-'91.
Brooks is from Waynesboro and is married to the former Chrissy Stewart of Harrisonburg. Their family includes three children — Nicholas, Kendyl and Chole.
—compiled from staff reports
— Photo courtesy of JMU SPORTS MEDIA RELATIONS

KRISTY NICOLlCH/pfarto editor

What's Inside
Coach Brooks expects to shake up CAA
Sywassink returns to don purple, gold.
Brooks provides veteran leadership to youth
Six freshmen contribute early, often
Women's Depth Chart
Women's Schedule
Women's Roster
Women's CAA Predictions
Men's CAA Predictions
Men's Depth Chart
Men's Schedule
Men's Roster
Broyles leads offense, young guns
Cooper complements offense with scoring
Hard work gives Naparlo scholarship
Dillard regroups with eight new bailers
All-CAATeam predictions

3
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5
6
9
9
9
10
11
12
12
12
13
14
15
16
19
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,, , .
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Season hinges on development
Coach hopes veterans will give
leadership to talented freshmen
BY DREW WILSON

senior writer
Patience has taken on a whole new
meaning for coach Kenny Brooks.
Entering his first full season as the
women's basketball coach, Brooks does not
have the luxury of relying on a group of
savvy veterans — Jess Cichowicz ('03),
Nadine Morgan (.'03) and Shanna Price
('03) all graduated. The Dukes also lost a
fourth starter in Lynn Liburd, who left
school to return home for personal reasons.
Instead, coach Brooks must rely on
four returning players, six freshmen and
a player who missed all of last season
with a serious knee injury.
"It's almost like a whole overhaul,"
coach Brooks said. "I've had to be a lot
more patient than I anticipated just so we
can teach fundamentals and philosophy
and the way we want things done. It's
taken a bit longer than I expected."
Through it all, coach Brooks said he
has remained positive. "It's a whole new
look, but we're excited," he said. "Some
people say it's a rebuilding year — I look
at it as a reloading year."
With half the team never having
played a regular season collegiate game,
coach Brooks said this season will be a
great learning experience for his younger
players, and a great step in building the
program under his wings.
"I think for building the program, this
is going to be a fantastic year because

these freshmen are going to have to learn
by throwing them to the wolves," coach
Brooks said. "But, at the same time, it's
going to be very exciting because the
quicker they learn, the better off the program is going to be in the future. You also
have to be excited about the fact that we
will be returning the same team [next
year], with the exception of [red-shirt
senior guard] Jody LeRose, and adding a
few recruits. It has to bode well for your
program, but, for instant success, I don't
know if this is the exact formula."

it
I've never been a real vocal
person. It's been a huge
change, but I like it and it's
challenge for me.
—Jody LeRose
red-shirt senior guard

95

JMU's success and development could
hinge on how much tutelage the returning players provide. LeRose and junior
center Krystal Brooks hopefully will fill
that roll, according to coach Brooks.
LeRose, the lone senior, missed two seasons with back surgery before returning
last season to score 8.8 points a game. She
was able to regain a fourth year of eligibility, something coach Brooks said was
important for the team.
"It was huge getting her back because
you just don't understand the experience
until you don't have it out there on the
floor," coach Brooks said of LeRose.
However, being a leader is a much different role for LeRose.
"I've never been a real vocal person,"
she said. "It's been a huge change, but I
like it and it's a challenge for me. Hopefully
111 be able to fill the shoes of what Shanna.
Nadine and Jess did last year."
Coach Brooks agreed. "It's a new role
for Jody because she is the kind of player
that just fits in and never was a vocal
leader, and never had to stand in the forefront," he said. "But, she's going to have
to take on that role this year, and she's
doing a good job so far."
Brooks said she was excited to become a
leader this season. "Last year, I was a
KRISTY NICOLICH/p/ioto editor starter, and I was only a sophomore, but
Junior center Krystal Brooks will be the we had all of those seniors," Brooks said.
Dukes' main threat inside the paint.
"There were times where I would try to

KRISTY NlCOUOVpholo editor

Red-shirt senior guard Jody LeRose (20), the lone senior on the team, Is expected to
be a leader this season, a position she has never had to worry about in recent years.

speak up, but this year I will be able to and
show my talent and hopefully bring out
other teammates' talents. I look forward to
setting an example and being a leader."

In the post
For the Dukes, with a new look
comes a new strategy — an emphasis
on the inside game.
"I'm going to expect a lot more of a
presence than last year," coach Brooks said.
"We were a guard-oriented team with a
few good post games sprinkled in there.
Krystal had a couple of good games. We
just need more consistency."
At 6 feet 3 inches. Brooks will be
counted on heavily to provide inside
scoring, as well as rebounding. Last season, she averaged 7.4 points per game
and 4.3 rebounds per game. Those numbers need to increase, according to coach
Brooks, and Brooks said she has worked
hard in the offseason to improve. If

JMU's preseason exhibition game against
WBC Ilirija-Slovenia is any indication,
Brooks has done that. In that game, she
scored 17 points and blocked two shots.
The Dukes also return another experienced player in the post. Sophomore center
Denae Dobbins, at 6 feet 5 inches, provides
another force in the paint. While she only
averaged about 2 points and 2.6 rebounds a
game, Dobbins has the ability to alter or
block opponents' shots. Last year, Dobbins
recorded 22 blocks, earning her a place on
the conference all-rookie team. If she
accomplishes the same feat, she would
move herself into the top 10 in team history
only in two seasons. However, Dobbins
will begin the year on the bench, recovering
from a stress fracture in her foot.
One freshman who has been an instant
impact is 6-foot-2-inch forward Meredith
Alexis. A 2003 McDonald's All-America
see DEVELOPMENT, page 7
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Long road back for Sywassink
Frontcourt stabilized
with forward's return
BY CALEB HANNAN

contributing writer
Roughly a year ago, a noise was heard
throughout the Convocation Center that
stopped players, coaches and athletic trainer
Sherry Summers in their tracks.
"There's a very different yell or
holler when an individual incurs an
[anterior cruciate ligament] injury,"
Summers said. "It's just a very different type of agony, which you can
sense. I heard that holler."

That holler originated from the hardwood of the basketball court, where
red-shirt junior forward Mindy
Sywassink lay in pain. Three days away
from the opening game of the season,
Sywassink went up for a rebound and
landed awkwardly on a practice player's foot.
"My ankle went one way, and he hit
my knee just right where it went the other
way," Sywassink said. "I tore my [medial
collateral ligament], my ACL and my
meniscus — I tore everything. That was

the worst pain I've ever felt in my life."
After transferring into the program
from Kirkwood Community College in
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, last season and
developing a relationship with the staff,
players and coaches, it was that much
harder when Sywassink went down
with the injury. Coach Kenny Brooks
knows what kind of impact Sywassink
could have had on the team.
"She's very persistent and focused,"
Brooks said. "She was really looking
forward to last year. She could have
helped us tremendously.
"She might have been the difference
in two or three games. I'm not saying
that she would have won them by herself, but just the little things she does
for the team [could have been a difference in those games]," Brooks added.
With Sywassink out for the entire ■
year, JMU compiled a 16-11 record. Even
though she never stepped foot on the
court, the team greatly was helped by
Sywassink's presence, Summers said.
"She was very much involved after
the injury, and was the major cheerleader for the group," Summers said.
"Even though she wasn't on the floor,
she was a very integral part of the
team. We really missed her when she
was away because she had her surgery
back home in Iowa.
"She is such a great communicator.
She can be a comedian at times, but
ye* . th».leadership quality really

44
...Even though she wasn't
on the floor, she was a very
integral part of the team.
— Sherry Summers
athletic trainer

55

CHRIS LABZDA/senior photographer

Redshirt junior forward Mindy Sywassink plays defense in an exhibition game Nov. 12.
Sywassink is returning to the Dukes after a seasonending knee injury last year.

shines through," Summers said.
The relationship between Sywassink
and her trainer has been cultivated by
the amount of time they spent together,
Sywassink said. Because of her injurv
Sywassink was a daily visitor to the
training room, often seeing Summers
multiple times during the day to rehabilitate her knee. The repetitive nature
of the rehab sometimes frustrated
Sywassink, and occasionally she took it
out on those around her.
"I've apologized for being so hardheaded for being such a pain," Sywassink

KRISTY NlCOUOVpholo editor

RedeWrt Junior forward Mtady Sywassink
ines up to attempt a foul shot during a preseason exhtoraon game earler this year.

said. "I was with Sherry every day —
every day we had practice, I was sitting on
the sidelines doing various practices to
strengthen up my knee.
"There were days I'd just get mad at
Sherry. But, she understands any Division I athlete that gets injured like this
doesn't like to sit out. She was very
understanding," Sywassink added.
Now that she almost has had a year
since the injury, Sywassink once again is
returning to form physically. With the
loss of four seniors, including leading
scorer and rebounder Shanna Price ('03),
the Dukes will need Sywassink to produce on the court. Coach Brooks is one
person who recognizes what Sywassink
can do for the Dukes.
"Even though she has never put on a
JMU uniform (during the regular season),
she will give us a lot of leadership from
her past experiences," coach Brooks said.
Despite Sywassink's claims to be just
a "typical college student," it is clear
from her coaches and trainers' accolades that she will be anything but typical this year for the Dukes.
Sywassink grew up on a Holstein-cow
dairy farm in Muscatine, Iowa, where she
helped with the family business.
She was named captain of her basketball
and volleyball teams and also excelled in tennis and track while attending high school. In
2001, Sywassink walked onto the Iowa State
see RETURN, page 8
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Brooks looks to break out in 2003
Junior center paces JMU offense with post play
BY TOM CIALINO

contributing writer
Coach Kenny Brooks believes that,
after losing several key players to graduation last year, a large part of this year's
team's success will depend upon the play
of junior center Krystal Brooks.
"Krystal Brooks is the most veteran
post player we have," coach Brooks
said. "She is the second returning leading scorer and she's going to be counted on heavily. Last year, we were a
guard-oriented team, and this year,
we're going to have to throw the ball
inside and get her more opportunities."
At 6 feet 3 inches, Brooks is one of
only two returning starters and will be
expected to provide leadership by
example, providing strong interior
defense on a nightly basis, according to
her coach. Brooks played in every game
last year for the Dukes and provided a
solid low-post presence snagging 4.3
rebounds a game, while leading the
team in field goal percentage.
However, Brooks will be depended
upon to play a much larger and more
consistent role during this year's campaign. With over 40 points and 15
rebounds per game lost from last
year's starting lineup, Brooks will be
asked to help fill the scoring void
that was left by the graduation of
frontcourt starters Shanna Price ('03)
and Nadine Morgan ('03).
While scoring has been one of the
strengths Brooks has displayed during her
career at JMU, the starting center usually
is required to provide consistent rebounding night in and night out. Although it has
been an admitted weakness, Brooks said
she has made a serious effort to improve
upon it in the off-season.
"I have been working on my rebounding from year-to-year and have been getting better," Brooks said. "We lost a lot of
key rebounders last year, so 1 felt the
need to improve [my rebounding]."
A center for as long as she could
remember, Brooks has continued to
improve facets of her game on a yearly
basis and develop more and more into
a complete player, she said. A selfadmitted poor free-throw shooter when
she arrived at JMU, Brooks boosted her
percentage a full 25 percent last year
from 44 percent her freshman year to
her current 71.4 percent.
Another area in which she has
shown improvement is on the defensive end. Coach Brooks is aware of
how important it is to have an interior

KRISTY NICOLICH/p/wtfo editor

Junior center Krystal Brooks plays defense on the perimeter at the top of the key during an exhibition game Nov. 12.
Brooks started In 22 games last season for coach Kenny Brooks, averaging 7.4 points and 4.3 rebounds per game.

— 66
[Krystal]'s going to be counted
on heavily for scoring and
rebounding.
— Kenny Brooks
women's basketball coach

55
defensive presence, and is pleased
with the strides Brooks has made.
"I think she has [improved defensively]," coach Brooks said. "I've

watched her last year at this time to
this year, and I think she understands
the concepts we want to instill — she
is getting better, and you can tell."
Brooks has continued to develop,
coach Brooks said and, although she
showed flashes of all-conference play
throughout last year, consistency will be
her biggest challenge throughout the
upcoming season. With an importance
placed on her performance, coach Brooks
said it will take dependable performances
from his starting center en a nightly basis
in order for this team to make a run at the
Colonial Athletic Association title.
"[Krystal]'s going to be counted on
heavily for scoring and rebounding —

she's going to have to step it up and be
more aggressive on the offensive end
and be more aggressive to rebound,"
coach Brooks said. "She's also going to
be counted on to be a leader."
While productivity on the court
from Brooks will be essential for team
success, the leadership she provides
in practice every day and throughout
the season will be valued just as highly, coach Brooks said. She will be
expected to guide the younger players
through the vigors of conference play.
Brooks would like her leadership to
be reflected through her actions on
see BROOKS, page 8
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Building a program:

Freshmen key to future
Coach Brooks'first recruiting class features six highly touted players
BY JEFF TOMIK

drive to the basket for the offense and
their speed on defense."
McCall is a three-time All-State first
team athlete and was the state and Region
IV Player of the Year in Virginia.
"She works extremely hard," coach
Brooks said. "She is probably one of the
hardest workers I have ever been around."
Alexis was a McDonald's All-America
honorable mention and averaged 34.1
points per game as the state's leading scorer in Pennsylvania last season.
"She is 6-foot-2, has a good frame
and is athletic," coach Brooks said. "She
has great hands and runs with the
guards during sprints."
One of the biggest challenges for any
freshman is adjusting to the college
lifestyle, as well as the competitive
nature of college basketball, according
to coach Brooks.
"I've made big adjustments to the new
atmosphere," Felix said. "The time I spend
in the Convocation Center is more time
than I spend in my room. It's a big change
from New York and from high school.
Everything is much more intense, but
enough that I can handle."
Dickenson said, "The most important

tiling in college is to take care of your body.
Most freshmen aren't used to this level of
play, so a lot of aches and pains will arise."
Coach Brooks said his group of
freshmen have the opportunity to play
significant minutes, and time is going
to be there for them to mature. They
will be learning on the job, and their
development will determine how far
the team goes come March.
"The freshmen just need to step up and
grow up quickly," coach Brooks said.
"They are not going to have the luxury of
playing like freshmen the whole year. They
are going to have to grow up and play like
sophomores and juniors before the year is
over for us to be successful."
Coach Brooks had little problem convincing the freshmen to commit to JMU, he said.
"JMU pretty much sells itself," coach
Brooks said. "They knew they were getting a great education and a storied basketball program that has had a lot of success. They all fell in love with it, and we
are very fortunate to get them."
The six freshmen know they have big
shoes to fill, and they will get their chance
Nov. 23 meeting against Jacksonville State
University at the Convocation Center.

contributing writer
This year's class of women's basketball
freshmen is expected to contribute a lot this
year, coach Kenny Brooks said.
"We're banking on this class to be as
special as the one that left last year," coach
Brooks said, referring to the graduated
Class of 2003 that included guard Jess
Cichowicz and forwards Nadine Morgan
and Shanna Price. "I think [the freshmen]
have the capabilities to be like that."
The season's freshmen include six
new faces added to the lineup this fall.
Forwards Meredith Alexis and LaVonne
Thomas each were named first-team AllState in Pennsylvania and Georgia,
respectively. Dickinson won four Brooklyn/Queens, N.Y., Catholic High School
Athletic Association championships.
At guard, freshman Andrea Benvenuto was the starting point guard on
the Ontario Provincial Team for three
years. Fellow backcourt teammates
include Shameena Felix, a two-time
KRISTY mCOUCH/pholo editor
All-New York City team member and
Freshman guard Andrea Benvenuto Is one
Shirley McCall, a three-time All-State
of six newcomers who will see significant
team member in Virginia.
playing time for the Dukes this season.
Benvenuto was recruited from
Ancaster, Ontario. She was the Most
Valuable Player of the Canadian Juvenile National Championships.
"She was one of the best point guards
in Canada last year," coach Brooks said.
"She's a really good setup point guard
and very coachable."
Felix was the starting point guard
for Murry Bergtraum High School, the
New York state championship team
that was ranked No. 1 in the country
at one point last year.
"Andrea and Shameena will bring
leadership to the team from the point
guard role," Dickinson said.
Dickinson attended the renowned
Christ the King High School, where
WNBA stars guard Chamique Holdsclaw and guard Sue Bird played. She
was selected to the New York Daily News
All-Queens first team.
LaVonne Thomas was an Atlanta Journal-Constitution Metro Player of the Year
and Clayton Daily News Player of the Year.
"She is long and athletic," Brooks said
of Thomas. "She makes moves sometimes,
and it makes me say, 'Wow.'"
CHRIS LABTDAJsenior photographer
Alexis said, "Lesley and LaVonne will JMU's 2003 freshmen class from left to right: guard Shirley McCall, forward Lesley Dickinson guard Shame«n» mix guard
bring their on-point shooting and hard Andrea Benvenuto, forward LaVonne Thomas, toward Meredith Alexis. All are expected to contribute hea^ 2003
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Freshman guard LeVonne Thomas (IS), left, is
one of six talented newcomers who could help
the Dukes this year. Above, red-shirt junior
guard Mary Beth Culbertson also Is expected
to provide experience and leadership in the
backcourt this season.

DEVELOPMENT: Dukes could be a sleeper
DEVELOPMENT, from page 3
honorable mention, Alexis averaged 34.1
points per game for Bishop Hoban High
School in Hanover Township, Pa., last
season. In JMU's exhibition with WBC
Ilirija-Slovenia, Alexis racked up 17
points and nine rebounds.
Coach Brooks said Alexis is a talented
freshman who scored most of her points in
high school because of her "pure athleticism." However, coach Brooks said, "I
think she is going to be a very good player
for us here in the future."
The Dukes also will await the full return
of red-shirt junior forward Mindy
Sywassink, who missed last season with a
torn anterior cruciate ligament, medial collateral ligament and meniscus. Sywassink
played 10 minutes in the Dukes' exhibition
game, but is not back at full strength yet.
"It doesn't hurt anymore," Sywassink
said of her knee. "Thaf s a big thing. Right
now I'm just trying to get back in shape
and get my speed and endurance back to
be an asset to the team."
Sophomore forward Jess Whitaker
will not join the team until second semester at the earliest, according to coach
Brooks. Whitaker had to leave school for
the semester for medical reasons.

66
. last year, they were playing
girls'basketball and
this year, they are playing
women's basketball
— Kenny Brooks
women's basketball coach

95 -

Andrea Benvenuto. Felix started in the
exhibition game, but Benvenuto played
more minutes. The two will share the
duties to start the season. Felix provides
the Dukes with quickness — something
the team will need on defense. Benvenuto, who handed out five assists in the
exhibition, is a true point guard, according to coach Brooks.
At shooting guard, LeRose will provide a 3-point threat on the perimeter
that the Dukes desperately need,
according to coach Brooks. However,
LeRose will need the inside game to
manufacture points in order to giver her
open looks outside.
Red-shirt junior guard Mary Beth CulGuard play
bertson
will see time at shooting guard,
With Cichowicz gone, the Dukes will
rely on two freshmen to run the point as well as on the wing. Culbertson saw
guard position — Shameena Felix and little playing time during the regular sea-

son last year, but came off the bench to
help the Dukes down the stretch.
"I think Mary Beth was a wild card
for us last year and came on toward the
end of the season, played well and had
some big games," coach Brooks said.
"She is capable of having games like
that — she is just going to have to be
more consistent."
On the wings, the Dukes have a
handful! of freshmen guards who will
contribute. Leslie Dickinson, Shirley
McCall and LeVonne Thomas should
add some scoring into the mix, as well
as rebounding. Dickinson scored 9
points in JMU's exhibition game, and
McCall grabbed nine rebounds.
"You look at our team on paper, and
they are very talented freshmen,"
coach Brooks said. "It's just that they
have to learn to pick up the intensity
because last year, they were playing
girls' basketball and this year, they are
playing women's basketball. They are
going to have to pick the intensity up
and be more physical."
With not a lot of experience at the
guard position, coach Brooks just expects
them to be consistent.
"Thaf s the only thing I can expect from
them right now," coach Brooks said. "Jody
is going to have to lead that group and lead
by example because she has been there and
she has done that. Mary Beth, as well, is
going to have to lead."

Competing in the conference
The Dukes were picked to finish fifth in
the Colonial Athletic Assodation preseason
poll by other CAA coaches. However,
coach Brooks said he does not take a lot of
stock in preseason polls.
"If you ask me after a bad practice, I
probably wouldn't say that high," he said.
"But if I had to say something, the fact that
they picked us that high after losing as
much as we lost [last year) shows you that
the other coaches have a lot of respect for
the young players we brought in. Anytime
you lose Shanna, Nadine and Jess off one
team and with only four people returning, I
thought it was actually higher than what
they would have picked us."
Despite the roster overhaul, coach
Brooks said the goal is the same — win
the conference title.
"Can we do it? I think it's possible," he
said. "We just have to gel really early, and
the younger players are going to have to
grow up in a hurry, and our older players
are going to have to step up and play roles
that they haven't had to play in the past."
LeRose said the Dukes have the potential to be a factor in the league.
"I heard someone say that we're one of
the sleeper teams in the CAA," she said. "I
think we have a lot of talent and I think
well surprise a lot of people this year."
JMU will get that chance when it opens
the season at home against Jacksonville
State University Nov. 23.

m
RETURN: Transfer gets second chance
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RETURN .from page 4
University basketball team as a freshman.
That year, Iowa State won the Big 12 Conference championship and made it to the
Sweet 16 of the NCAA tournament. Unfortunately, Sywassink saw very limited playing time, and was forced to make a tough
decision after her first year.
"I loved Iowa State — I actually didn't
want to leave," Sywassink said. "However,
the opportunities for me to play were very
minimal. The best route for me to go then
was junior college."
Sywassink's next step was to Kirkwood
C.C. Once again, Sywassink's team achieved
great success, winning the NJCAA Division II
National Championship. Sywassink was a key
element to her team's success, averaging 7.5
points and six rebounds per game throughout
the season. At Kirkwood, Mindy caught the
eye of then-assistant coach Brooks, who was
scouring the tournament in Hagerstown, Md.
"She loves to set picks, can rebound the
ball well and has a wide body that can box
people out," coach Brooks said.
Sywassink came to JMU after Coach Brooks
got in touch with her, and she said she fell in
love with the campus. In fact, she decided she
wanted to come here on her first visit. Even
though JMU is very far from home, Sywassink
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She loves to set picks, can
rebound the ball well and has
a wide body that can box
people out.
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— Kenny Brooks
women's basketball coach

5?
said she relished the chance to come play basketball for the Dukes.
"Distance was never really a factor for
me," Sywassink said. "I just kind of wanted to get away — experience something
different, something new. I'm the type of
person who gets to know people right
away. The sooner I make friends, the easier
it is for me to adjust."
With the Dukes season set to tip off Nov.
23, Sywassink prepares for yet another step
on the long road back from injury. After
transferring to her third college and'rehabilitating a knee injury, she has traveled far
finally to take this step.

1
^^^^^■M

Red-shirt junior
forward Mindy
Sywassink
attempts a free
throw. After
spending the
last year rehabilitating a
knee injury,
Sywassink will
be an instrumental factor
to JMU's success this season, coach Kenny Brooks said.
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BROOKS: Center
leads through example

KK1STY NiCOUCH/photo editor

Junior center Krystal Brooks prepares to attempt a foul shot during an exhibition game Nov. 12.

BROOKS, from page 5
she's going to have to step it up and be
more aggressive on the offensive end
and be more aggressive to rebound,"
coach Brooks said. "She's also going to
be counted on to be a leader."
While productivity on the court
from Brooks will be essential for team
success, the leadership she provides in
practice every day and throughout the
season will be valued just as highly,
coach Brooks said. She will be expected
to guide the younger players through
the vigors of conference play. Brooks
would like her leadership to be reflected
through her actions on the court, not
simply through words.
"I want to be a vocal leader, but
also lead by example — be enthusiastic, work hard and have the
younger players feed off of that,"
Brooks said. "I want to help prepare
the freshmen for the games — especially conference games."
One player that already has benefited from Brooks' leadership during the
early stages of the 2003-'04 season is
freshman forward Lesley Dickinson.

"I like Krystal because she brings
intensity, but gives constructive criticism on how you can improve your
game.," Dickinson said. "She is great
with underclassmen, and helps them
adjust to college basketball."
Although Brooks cites last year's
thrilling home win over perennial conference champion Old Dominion University as her favorite basketball
moment during her first two years at
JMU, she is far from satisfied. Her No. 1
goal for the upcoming year is to unseat
the ODU Lady Monarchs, who have
won the last 11 Colonial Athletic Association titles and head to the "big dance."
In order for JMU to make its first
trip to the NCAA tournament in
eight years, Brooks will have to
improve upon the flashes of brilliance she showed at times throughout last year, her coach said.
"We may go where [Brooks] goes,"
coach Brooks said. "If she's having a
good game, we might be good
because it will open things up on the
outside. If she isn't playing well, it
could be a different story."
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Women's 2003-'04 Basketball
■jMU Basketball Depth Chart
nto zi5
o (o
11/>
3
Shameena
Felix
Guard

4
Andrea
Benvenuto
Guard
No.

15
LaVonne
Thomas
Forward

Name

20
Jody
LeRose
Guard

24
Lesley
Dickinson
Forward
Pos.

22
Mary Beth
Culbertson
Guard

34
Shirley
McCall
Guard

40
Meredith
Alexis
Forward

44
Denae
Dobbins
Center

43
Krystal
Brooks
Center

52
Mindy
Sywassink
Forward

55
Jessica
Whitaker
Forward

imam
Nov. 23

2 p.m.

Jacksonville State

Nov. 27

7 p.m.

Georgia Tech

Nov. 28

4:45 p.m

Southwest Missouri State

Nov. 29

2:30 p.m

West Virginia

Dec. 5

5 p.m.

Dec. 6

TBA

Dec. 18

7 p.m.

Tulane

Dec 21

2 p.m.

Virginia Tech

Jan. 30

7 p sa.

Duquesne

Jan. 4

2pjn.

Drexel

Jan. 6

7 p jn.

Charlotte

Jan. 9

7 p.m.

Old Dominion

Jan. 11

1 p.m.

Towson

Jan. 15

7 p.m.

Goerge Mason

Jan. 18

2p.m.

William&Mary

Jan. 19

7 p.m

Norfolk State

Winthrop
Cornell Classic Tournament

Class

Ht.

Hometown

Jan. 22

7 p.m.

UNC-Wilmington

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Jan. 25

4 p.m.

Hofstra

3

Shameena Felix

G

Fr.

5-4

4

Andrea Benvenuto

G

Fr.

5-7

Ancaster, Ontario

Jan. 29

7 pan.

Virginia Commonwealth

15

LaVonne Thomas

F

Fr.

5-11

Jonesboro, Ga.

Feb.l

2 p.m.

Delaware

Summersville, W.va.

UNC-Wilmington

G

5-9

7 p.m.

Jody LeRose

Sr.-r

Feb. 5

20

Feb. 8

2 pm.

Virginia Commonwealth

22

Mary Bern Culbertson

G

Jr.-r

5-11

Havertown, Pa.

Feb. 12

7 p.m.

Delaware

24

Lesley Dickinson

F

Fr.

5-11

Queens Village, N.Y.

Feb. 15

2 p.m.

Drexel

34

Shirley McCall

G

Fr.

5-9

Collinsville

Feb. 20

7 p.m

George Mason

6-1

Ashley, Pa.

Feb. 22

William&Mary

Meredith Alexis

Fr.

2 p.m.

F

Feb. 26

7 p.m.

Old Dominion

Brownsville, Pa.

Feb. 29

2 p.m.

Hofstra

March 4

7 p.m.

Towson

40
43

Krystal Brooks

C

Jr.

6-2

44

Denae Dobbins

C

So.

6-5

Glenville, W.Va.

52

Mindy Sywassink

F

Jr.-r

6-2

Muscatine, Iowa

55

Jessica Whitaker

F

So.

6-1

Shelbyville, Term.

March 10-13

CAA Championships in Norfolk
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1

GBQRCE MASON
2002-03 RECORD: I6-G
FOURTH IN CONFERENCE

B-7

The Patriots are the favorites to win this year's championship, *&
although they, unfortunately, ran into trouble off of the court
before the season even started. Forward Trent Wurtz and guard
Richard Tynes have been suspended and will sit out a combined four games for
undisclosed reasons. The suspensions should not affect mis strong team, as they
are stacked with veterans, including three-year starter at point guard in Raoul
Heinen. Having won three conference titles in five years doesn't hurt either.

DELAWARE
2002-03 RECORD: 15-14
TIED WFTH IN CONFERENCE

9-9

The Blue Hens return their top four starters as well as two
other lettermen in 2003. The squad is led by point guard Mike Slattery,
who led the CAA in assists per game last season with 6.2, and backcourt
mate Mike Ames who averaged 14 points a game. Size is the main concern for Delaware, whose biggest players to have seen considerable action
are 6-foot-5-inch forward Calvin Smith and forward Chris Prothro. Also
expected to make considerable contributions are two transfers.

5

HOFSTRA
(rQ

7C*
DREXEL
20C
2002-03
RECORD: KH2
TIED SECOND IN CONFERENCE

J2-6

Coming off a 19-12 year that included a berth in the CAA ^
championship game as well as an NIT invite, the Dragons have many
reasons to celebrate in 2003. The squad returns six of its top eight players and hopes to duplicate last year's success. Guard Phil Goss drained
72 three-pointers last season, averaging 11.5 points per game. Look for
Drexel to move back into the middle of the CAA pack hoping for a lateseason charge and a few upsets in the conference tourney.

9

JAMES MADISON

5-3

Forward Anthony Terrell, a second team All-CAA preseason selection is this season's guy-to-guy after the graduation of two-time CAA Most Valuable
Player guard Brett Blizzard ('03). Guard John Goldsberry, who led the conference in
assist-to-tumover ratio and set a NCAA tournament record for hitting all eight of his
3-point attempts in last season's loss to Maryland, will stabilize the backcourt for the
Seahawks. The team also plays a tough non-conference schedule, including matchups
at North Carolina State University and against the University of North Carolina.

4

VIRGINIA GOMMONWEALIH
2002-03 RECORD: 18-10
TIED SECOND IN CONFERENCE

E-6

The Rams return a solid core group of players from last
year's team that finished second in the conference. Center Troy Godwin
ranked fifth in the conference in rebounding (8.2) and averaged over 9
points per game in his first year at VCU. Forward Nick George, last year,
became the first Ram to earn CAA Rookie of the Year honors. The leader of
this team is guard Dominic Jones, who will shoulder the scoring load for
the Rams. Jones is a first-team all-conference preseason selection.

9-9

The Monarchs have lots of depth and would like to play at least
eight players regularly. What ODU lacks this season is experience. Look for the
Monarchs to make a late-season surge as they develop as a team under the guidance of its senior backcourt. Guard John Waller, who averaged nearly 40 percent
from 3-point land last season, and guard Troy Nance, who ranked third in the
™ 4'4 3SS1Sts P*"game wiU run me show- Following a breakout rookie season m 2003, center Alex Loughton will continue to get the job done inside.

WILLIAM 8MARY
2002-03 RECORD: E-ft
EIGHTH IN CONFERENCE:

7-fl

The Tribe has exactly one good thing going for them going
into this year s campaign - forward Adam Hess. The senior averaged over
20 points per contest, as well as over six rebounds, earning him a spot on the
In ptr \C*K v™"; fS W,f 3S beinS named this s<*son's CAA preseaWU.^ Lt
^ After HCSS thin8S don,t look to° Promising for
a
S
™iT
R 7'u ? rCtUr7S °nly three other P,ayers with any significant
expenence. But, having a player of Hess' caliber means at least a few wins.

TOWSQN
W| TCWS

2002-03 RECORD: IH7
SEVENTH IN CONFERENCE

FIRST IN CONFERENCE

TIED SIXTH IN CONFERENCE:

Returning four starters from a squad that went 8-21 last year,
Hofstra should attain a better record this season, but they will not have
enough firepower to contend for the conference title. The Pride will be able
to go eight players deep this season, including all-conference preseason
selection forward Kenny Adeleke who averaged a double double last year
with 16.1 points and 11 rebounds per game. Look for Hofstra to play the
role of the spoiler come time for the CAA conference tournament.

Tir-

2002-03 RECORD: 24-7

OLD DOMINION
2002-03 RECORD: E-5

2002-03 RECORD: 8-21
NINTH IN CONFERENCE

2

UNC-WlLMNGTON

8-K)

Inexperience very rarely is a good thing. With more than half of its roster filled
with freshmen — seven out of 13 to be exact — look for some early growing pains
from coach Sherman Dilliard's squad. JMU is led by seniors forward/guard
Dwayne Broyles and guard Chris Williams. Last season, Broyles averaged a
about 10 points and four rebounds a game, while Williams is entering his third
season at the point. With seven players over 6 feet 6 inches the Dukes should be
able to battle inside and rebound well — something critical for a young team.

2002-0] RECORD M-24
2002-03
TCM'ITJ I

TENTH IN CONFERENCE

H7

^

S^fh^v'nn^T ^TJ'u^the bottom of the CAA standings in 2003.
although they noticeably should be improved from last year's team which

Towson\ZZ*TCTmZ ,nrach Mkhael Huni^jS?S.t
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OLD DOMINION

UNC-WlLlvflNGTON

2002-03 RECORD: 2HI

2002-03 RECORD: 22-6

TIED-FIRST IN CONFERENCE

5-3

THIRD IN CONFERENCE

Once again, to win the cx)nference title, a team must go through Old Dominion —
winners of the last 12 CAA Championships. The Lady Monarchs return three starters
in forward Monique Coker, guard Shareese Grant and center Corinna Turner.
ODU also will expect big things from guard/forward Max Nhassengo, the 2001
Junior College Player of the Yeai. The Lady Monarchs should get solid contributions
from guards Myriah Spence and Marianthi Koukouvinou as well. While ODU has
lost its mystique as an unbeatable team, it still will be the team to beat this season.

3

QEQRGE MASON
2002-03 RECORD: H-E
TlED-FOURTH IN CONFERENCE ¥J

*&

George Mason's 2002-'03 season was not what the Patriots had hoped for, considering the talented team they fielded. This season, the Patriots return four starters,
including preseason All-CAA first team guard Jen Derevjanik, who led the team
with 15.9 points a game. Forward Vemessa Neamo also earned first-team All-CAA
accolades after averaging 13.3 points a game last season. Guard Susan Otim should
be in the mix as well. Between Derevjanik and Neamo alone, the Patriots have the
potential to dominate opponents, especially when Derevjanik has her shots falling.

5

VIRGINIA GOMMONWEAJJIH
2002-03 RECORD: 1H8
TlED-SlXTH IN CONFERENCE: 7HI

Guard Cyndy Wilks leads the Rams in the backcourt, after finishing last season with the fifth-highest scoring average (15.7 points per game) in
conference play. Forward Lauren Hogan has shown she can score in double digits in
the preseason, as well as grab rebounds. Her presence will be needed if the Rams
wish to compete. Center Krishna Cesnaviciute and forward Maria Giovannetti should give VCU some help in the frontcourt. If the Rams can find a
way to score, they could finish in the top half of the middle of the pack.

One team that is expected to give the Lady Monarchs a challenge is
UNC-Wilmington. The Seahawks return the preseason CAA Player
of the Year, forward Cherie Lea. Last season, Lea averaged over 14 points per game
in CAA play and led the league in 3-point shooting percentage, hitting .453 of her
shots from downtown. UNC-VV also returns guard Jennifer Kapper and forward
Tracy Morgan, both of whom will provide complementary scoring for Lea. With Lea
leading the way, UNC-W should be one of the top teams in the CAA

4

DELAWARE
2002-03

RECORD.

22-9

TIED-FIRST IN CONFERENCE:

5-3

The current Blue Hens have some holes to fill with the loss of
three starters from a year ago. Delaware will build its team around
guard Julie Sailer, as well as forwards Tiara Malcolm and Tracy Howell. The Blue
Hens will receive helpful contributions in the post from forward Arek Deng, a transfer from the University of Maryland, forward Kristy Gaines, a junior college transfer,
and forward Tiffany Young, who has improved from last season. Delaware has
shown that it can compete. If this group can gel, they will be a force in the CAA.

6

JAMES MADBON
2002-03 RECORD: I7-E
TlED-FOURTH IN CONFERENCE: fi-7

M

After the top three spots, the CAA is a crapshoot from spots four
through eight. JMU could be on either side of the spectrum. With a complete roster
overhaul, the development of the team will be the deciding factor. If the talented
group of freshmen learn the ropes quickly and gel together, and if the experienced
players such as guard Jody LeRose and center Krystal Brooks can step into leadership positions, the Dukes could be a sleeper. Coach Kenny Brooks has the Dukes on
the right track, and while the present is undecided, the future seems to be bright

DREXEL
8DR

HOFSIRA
2002-03 RECORD: 8-21
TlED-ElGHTH IN CONFERENCE: 4-M
The Pride have been mediocre at best since joining the conferwe, and this year will be nothing different. Hofstra has some talent, but not enougn
to stay out of the bottom pack. One bright spot for the Pride this season willbe forward Amaka Agugua, who can score and rebound. Guard Staceyann Claxton will
* a threat on both sides of the ball. Claxton averages 10.8 points and almost tour
assists in CAA games, and she was second in steals with 2.72 per contest. Forwards
Megan Scott and Tara DUworth also provide Hofstra with some depth.

2001-02
RECORD: 12-17
2001
Tier
TIED-SIXTH
IN CONFERENCE

7-tt

The Dragons are led by guard Catherine Scanlon, the 2003
CAA Rookie of the Year. She averaged 7.8 points per game and was 10th in the
CAA with 6.5 rebounds per game. Forward Ola Snytsina provides some outside
shooting, and Jessica Copskey will take on a bigger role in the offense as well. For
Drexel to contend with the middle pack and stay out of the basement, the Dragons
will need contributions from forwards Katrina Martin and Latika Ross and guard
Candace Wilkins. If that happens, Drexel could move up several places.

TOW90N

WILLIAM 8 MARY

2001-02 RECORD: 3-25

2002-03 RECORD: 8-20
TIED-EICHTH IN CONFERENCE

M-4

+44

William & Mary returns its leading scorer in forward
L'ndsey Brizendine, who averaged 10.2 points a game last »a^ ™lnbe
aso returns a scorer in guard Kelly Ercole. Guard Kia Butts will provide
W
&M with a good defender, and center Christin Gethers will defend the
» of the lane as one of the top returning shot Mockers ^ «"*£"£
While the Tribe likely will not compete in the CAA th.s year, theyshould^get
,h
eir group of sophomores and freshmen good experience for next season.

TENTH IN CONFERENCE

246

In 2001-'02, the Tigers finished with a 2-26 record. Last season, Towson managed to get one more win to "improve" to 3-25. It probably didn't help that the
Tigers also lost four of their five starters. Forward Kelli Talbot, the lone returning starter, averaged 8 points a game. That number will have to improve. The
one positive is that Towson's batch of sopomores — guards LaShay Rose and
Tanya West and forward Tina Hopkins — will have time to develop. However,
for yet another season, the Tigers still will be the worst team in the CAA.
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Men's2003-04 Basketball
jMU BasketbaliDepth Chart
v j2
to

Q)

2
David
Cooper
Forward

34
Ray
Barbosa
Guard

42
Ryan
Brimley
Center

30
Dwayne
Broyles
Forward

22
Daniel
Freeman
Guard

4
Eddie
Greene-Long
Center

50
Chris
Cathlin
Center

44
Cavell
Johnson
Forward

21
John
Naparlo
Guard

1
Ulrich
Kossekpa
Guard

32
Chris
Williams
Guard

5
Todd
Moret
Guard

15
Mike
Sheridan
Forward

Photos not available for: Chris Clarke (Guard, #3),
Baher Elgibali (Guard, #33), John Goodman (Guard, #25)
NIL

Name

Eea, Class

Ht

WL

Hometown

I

Ulrich Kossekpa

F

Fr.-r

6-5

200

Washington, D.C.

2

David Cooper

F

So.-r

6-7

215

Manchester, N.H.

3

Chris Clarke

G

Fr.

5-11

170

Channlry

4

Eddie Greene-Long

C

Fr.

6-9

240

Winston-Salem, N.C

5

Todd Moret

G

So.-r

6-5

215

Peachtree City, Ga.

15

Mike Sheridan

F

So.

6-7

215

Fairfax

21

John Naparlo

G

So.

6-3

180

Williamsburg

22

Daniel Freeman

G

60

190

Waynesboro

25

John Goodman

G

Jr.
Jr.

6-0

170

Kennett Square, Pa.

30

Dwayne Broyles

F-G

Sr.

6-6

190

Canton, Ohio

32

Chris Williams

G

Sr.

6-2

185

Wheeling, W.Va.

33

Baher Elgibali

G

So.

6-2

190

Fairfax

34

Ray Barbosa

G

Fr.

6-2

185

Allen town, Pa.

42

Ryan Brimley

C

Fr.

6-10

240

Auburn, N.Y.

44

Cavell Johnson

F

Fr.

6-8

200

Middleburg

50

Chris Cathlin

F

Fr.

6-7

215

Virginia B< ich

mmm
Nov. 24

West Virginia

Nov. 30

7 p.m.

Navy

Dec. 3

7 p.m.

LaSalle

Dec. 6

3 p.m.

Akron

Dec. 16

7:30 psn.

Dec. 20

7 p.m.

Florida Atlantic

Dec. 30

7 p.m.

Appalachian Stale

Jan.l

2 p.m.

UNC-WUmington

Jan. 7

7 p.m.

Drexel

Jan. 10

7 p.m.

Virginia Commonwealth

Jan. 12

7:30 p.m.

Jan. 14

7 p.m.

Old Dominion

Jan. 17

7 p.m.

Towson

Jan. 21

7 p.m.

Hofstra

Jan. 24

7 p.m.

George Mason

Jan. 28

7 p.m.

William&Mary

Jan. 31

7 p.m.

Delaware

Feb. 4

7 p.m.

William&Mary

Feb. 7

2 p.m.

George Mason

Feb. 9

7 p.m.

Virginia Military Institute

Feb. 11

7 p.m.

Old Dominion

Feb. 14

7 p.m.

UNC-WUmington

Feb. 18

7:30 p.m.

Feb. 21

4 p.m.

Hofstra

Feb. 25

7 p.m.

Drexel

Feb. 28

7 p.m.

Towson

March 5-8

Virginia

Delaware

Virginia Commonwealth

CAA Championships in Richmond

ALL HOME GAMES ARE BOLD FACED
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Broyles leads new-look Dukes
2003-'04 roster features two returning starters, many new faces
KHAI.I1. GARRIOTT
GARKIOTT
BY KHALIL

senior writer
Call it a rebuilding year. Call it a team
with little experience. Call it a fresh
squad playing a different style of basketball. Whichever way one looks at it, this
year's men's basketball team has more
new faces than usual and plenty of question marks surrounding it.
The man in charge of guiding the young
team is Sherman Dillard, in his seventh
year as JMU's coach. The JMU alumnus
('78) knows it will be a long year ahead for
his talented, but young, squad.
"I have high hopes for this team, but it's

important for us not to make excuses
because we have a young team," Dillard
said. "A major chunk of this team departed
last year, and there are a lot of unknowns
— but I'm looking forward to a good year."
Only two starters return from last year's
13-17 team, which managed to win just
four road games. Senior forward/guard
Dwayne Broyles, the team's lone captain, is
the top returnee, along with senior point
guard Chris Williams, a three-year starter
in the backcourt. The two seniors are the
only team members with significant game
experience, as 10 freshmen and sophomores — including seven who have yet to
appear in an NCAA Division I contest —

uncertainsupportingcast.
form an uncertain
supporting cast.
Junior guard Daniel Freeman also
returns to the Dukes' lineup, despite currently being injured. Freeman had stomach
surgery about three weeks ago and could
be out up to four weeks, according to Dillard. The rest of the roster virtually is a list
of unknowns, which Dillard said may play
to his team's advantage.
"It's not where we are in November, it's
where we are in March that will make the
difference for us," he said.
Two preseason exhibition games produced favorable results for the Dukes, as
Broyles led the way with 23 points in a 5point victory over Czech Select Nov. 3. In
JMU's game last Thursday against the EA
Sports Southeast All-Stars, Broyles had
another solid game, contributing 33 points
and nine rebounds to an 87-75 victory.
Highlights of the Dukes' 27-game
schedule are renewals with in-state foes the
University of Virginia and Virginia Military
Institute, as well as a home contest with
West. Virginia University. The team opens
with three consecutive home games and
then will play seven straight games on the
road, where Dillard's Dukes have seen lim-

—66
It's not where we are in
November, it's where we are in
March that will make the
difference for us.
— Sherman Dillard
men's basketball coach

55
ited success in recent years.
Compared with last year's squad,
which relied heavily on consistent point
production from the graduated guard
David Fanning ('03), a "scoring-by-committee" approach will characterize this group,
according to Dillard. In practices and
scrimmages, Broyles has emerged as the
go-to guy, but contributions from several of
the newcomers are imperative if JMU
hopes to disprove its preseason prediction
of eighth out of 10 teams in the Colonial
Athletic Association.
"I don't think I have to shoot the ball 25
times a game in order for us to be successful," Broyles said. "I think we can get
CHRIS LABZDA/wmor photographer something from everybody.
"I definitely feel that this team can comSenior forward/guard Dwayne BroyJes gets ready to cross over EA Sports' forward
pete
at a high level in this league. At this
Jordan Harris. Broyles scored 33 points on 13-20 shooting and 2-6 from 3-polnt
point
in my career, a lot of people are
range. He also added two steals and a block In his 37 minutes of act on Broyles
dependent on me ... I'm obligated to really
«s the team captain this year and will look to guide the Dukes to a winning sea-

_______^^^^^^^^^^^^

CHRIS LABZDA/wuor photographer
Senior guard Chris Williams eyes the basket while trying to get around a defender.

help this team win this year."
Injuries already have limited the contributions from three players who should
provide necessary depth in the backcourt.
Freeman, red-shirt sophomore guard Todd
Moret and red-shirt freshman guard Ulrich
Kossekpa all sat out the team's first scrimmage, but hope to be healthy by the start of
the season. None of the three players were
dressed out for the exhibition game last
Thursday against EA Sports.
"My two biggest concerns right now
are Todd [Moret] and Ulrich [Kossekpa]," Dillard said in a Nov. 6 media conference. "They have worked diligently
during rehabilitation trying to get ready
for this year; however, they're both very
limited right now."
Kossekpa has some scar tissue leftover
from knee surgery, which has restricted
his range of motion and strength, but Dillard is optimistic that both wing players
will be ready to go when the regular season gets underway.
Five true freshmen hope to make an
impact on this year's Dukes straight
out of high school. After losing frontcourt stalwarts Ian Caskill ('03) and
Kenny Whitehead ('03), two forwards
and two centers will be counted on to
patrol the paint. Freshmen Chris Cathlin, Cavell Johnson, Eddie GreeneLong and Ryan Brimley all are at least
6-feet-7-inches tall, and fellow freshman Ray Barbosa will see time at both
point and shooting guard.
see FRESH, page 17
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Hcmgin' with Mr. Cooper
Transfer player hopes for successful
year against Division I competition
BY RYAN HUDSON

contributing writer

CHRIS LABTDAJsenior photographer

Meet David Cooper, a 6-foot-7inch, 215-pound red-shirt sophomore transfer from Southern New
Hampshire University. Cooper
spent the 2001-'02 season — his
freshman year — at SNHU,
where he played in all 28
games, including six starts.
As a senior starter at Manchester Central High School,
Cooper averaged 20 points and
11 rebounds per game, and was
the team's Most Valuable Player.
He led his college team with 4.7
rebounds a game as a freshman
— and he just started playing basketball five years ago.
"Coop," as he popularly is known
on the team, grew up near Miami, Fla.
Southern Florida is not exactly a
hotbed for basketball stars, but it is a
factory when it comes to producing
football legends, according to Cooper.
"In Florida, you had to play football," Cooper said. He spent most of his
life playing wide receiver until, one day,
he decided to exchange cleats and touchdowns for high tops and dunks.
"I tried out for my junior varsity [basketball] team [sophomore year], and I was
the last cut," Cooper said. "I came back the
next year. 1 worked on my game, grew
about four or five inches, and played
about six hours every night. Every night,
from 3 to 9 [p.m.], I was practicing."
It was that hard work and determination that led to his success in
high school and, ultimately, at
SNHU. Despite his achievements as a
freshman — averaging 8.1 points a
game, he reached double figures in
scoring in 15 games, and was named
to the Northeast-10 Conference's AllRookie Team. However, Cooper felt
he was limited by playing for a Division II school.
"I came out of a Division II school and I
felt that I was a Division I player," he said.
Cooper was looking to build upon
his beginnings at SNHU elsewhere,
but he still had to determine which
Division-I school to attend. JMU quickly became his No. 1 choice. Cooper
was drawn to Harrisonburg for
some of the same reasons that
many other JMU students now call
JMU home.
"[I came] to JMU because of the
campus and the players and coaches,"

CHRIS LABZDA/wn/or photographer

Red-shirt Sophomore forward David Cooper (2) dribbles past the defense.

-66
I like the program, the
division of the program. I
came down for my visit and
fell in love.
— David Cooper
red-shirt sophomore forward

99
Cooper said. "I like the program, the
division of the program. I came down
for my visit and fell in love."
But, there was another factor that
played a key role in his decision —
the weather.
"Thaf s one of the reasons I decided to
come to Virginia — to get away from the
cold," Cooper said. "I was blown away [at
JMU]. This time now in New Hampshire
its cold — about 36 degrees."
Although he only has been at JMU
for one full year, Cooper has had no
trouble fitting in. He quickly was
befriended by the team's two seniors,

forward/guard Dwayne Broyles and
guard Chris Williams.
"My teammates here are great,"
Cooper said. "They're very supportive,
very accepting. I feel like I've been
here forever. [Coach Sherman] Dillard
has welcomed me with open arms."
Dillard credits Cooper's quick popularity to his desire, tenacity and a
strong work ethic. "Those qualities,
and the way he works on the court,
have made him in ways, right now, a
leader," Dillard said.
Cooper is part of the youth movement that the men's basketball team
currently is undergoing. Of the 13
members on the team, there only are
three juniors and seniors combined.
After playing one year at SNHU and
then sitting out last year for the
Dukes (NCAA guidelines require
transfer players to be inactive for one
academic year), Cooper still has three
years of eligibility left at JMU. With
such a young core of talent, Cooper
is looking forward to what he can be
a part of.
"I'm very excited about what we
have here for the future," Cooper said.
see COOPER, page 18
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CHRIS LABZDA/
senior photographer

Sophomore guard
John Napario (21)
looks to pass
during an
exhibition game
against the EA
Sports All-Stars
Nov. 13.

Earning his keep in second year
Napario proves to coach, teammates he is ready to contribute on floor
_ .

w

. . r,

BY MATT STOSS

contributing writer
The men's basketball program is allotted 13 scholarships by the National Collegiate Athletic Association, one of which
sophomore shooting guard John Napario
now has.
"I think he wanted to feel like he
had earned a spot on this team,"
coach Sherman Dillard said. "And I
assured him that he had by granting
him that scholarship."
In the three years since he graduated
from Waslingham Academy, a small, private high school in Williamsburg,
Napario has been in many places that
others have not.
Since his high school wasn't a basketball
powerhouse, Napario flew under the radar
of most colleges, but still wanted to play
Division I basketball, but it didn't look like

that was eoine
going to happen right away.
"Out of high school, I had some offers
from some smaller Division III schools,
and I was a long-shot walk-on for Division I," Napario said.
So, he went to prep school in New
Hampshire — New Hampton Prep —
where he played for a year with fellow
Division I hopefuls before eventually
coming to JMU as a walk-on.
"[Looks] were the main reason I went
to prep school," Napario said. "I knew I
was going to a good {school], where
everyone was there for the same reason
(to get scouted by Division I programs)."
Before prep school, along with high
school ball, Napario played on Boo
Williams' 17-and-under Amatuer Athletic
Union team in Florida, which won a
national championship in 2000 and featured current Duke University standout,
shooting guard J.J. Redick.

„ ,

44
...I had some offers from some
smaller Division III schools,
and I was a long-shot walk-on
for Division I.
—John Napario
sophomore shooting guard

— 55
"That definitely helped," Napario said
of the experience. "When you're playing
against those guys and come back to the
high school level, it boosts your confidence and you get a lot better."
Now, after coming to JMU as a
walk-on last year, Napario has received

his full ride at a Division I proer
program
which, according to Dillard, Napario
earned in the off-season.
"He's a 'gym rat,'" Dillard said.
"When he got back here in September, it
was obvious he had done a lot of work in
the offseason. He had committed himself
to getting better as a player."
Last season, Napario played in half of
JMU's 30 games. He finished the 2002'03 campaign with 15 points, three
rebounds and six assists. His best performance came Feb. 19 against Towson
University when he scored 5 points,
grabbed a rebound and had two assists.
He hit on two of four shots, including
one from 3-point range.
This season, Napario is one of few players who have played in a college game.
"He's taken advantage of the fact that
seeNAPARLO,pagel8
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Supporting cast young, talented
Dukes' eight
new players to
mesh with veterans
BY BRAD RICHARDS

sports editor
It's a different year for the men's basketball team. After graduating a majority of its
contributing players from last season, the
Dukes of 2003-'04 are a young and inexperienced team at the college level.
JMU will enter this year picked by
the Colonial Athletic Association to finish toward the bottom of its conference,
due in part to the fact that its young
team is not well-known.
Having a roster that includes six true
freshmen, the Dukes are going to look for
seniors forward/guard Dwayne Broyles
and guard Chris Williams to lead and set
examples for the newcomers, according to
coach Sherman Dillard.
Freshman forward Chris Cathlin most
likely is going to have an earlier impact
on the team than any other new player, as
he already has started in the Dukes' exhibition game against EA Sports Southeast
All-Stares a week ago.
"When we got a commitment from
[Cathlin], I felt that he would be the surprise in this [freshman) class," Dillard said.
"That's no disrespect to anybody else in
this class, but he was just under the radar.
"He didn't get a lot of exposure in
high school and on the [Amateur Athletic
Union] circuit," Dillard said. "But, I saw
right away that he had talent — he's a

CHRIS \.\WLDMsenior photographer

The Dukes 2003 04 men's basketball recruting class, positioned from left to right: Freshman center Eddie Greene-Long,
junior guard John Goodman, freshman center Ryan Brlmley, freshman guard Chris Clarke, freshman guard Ray Barbosa,
sophomore.guard Baher Elglball, freshman forward Cavell Johnson. Freshman forward Chris Cathlin not pictured.

good leaper, [has a] good shooting touch,
and he can floor the ball a little bit for a
[6-foot-7-inch] kid."
Ryan Brimley, a freshman center from
Auburn, N.Y., is the biggest player the
Dukes have, but his progress will be measured by how he adjusts to the level of
collegiate basketball.
Dillard thinks that his 6-foot-10-inch,
240-pound freshman has the skills to help
the team, but has suffered some setbacks
with early injuries during practice.
"[Brimley] continues to work hard,
but we'd like to see him get a little
meaner down low," Dillard said. He
believes that the toughness will come
with experience and he is impressed
with Brimley's shooting touch.
After losing backup guard Wes Miller,
who transferred to the University of North
Carolina - Chapel Hill during the summer,
the recruitment of freshman guard Ray Barbosa proved to be a blessing in disguise.
The 6-foot-2-inch Barbosa hails from
Allentown, Pa., and likely will see significant playing time at the guard spot as he can
hit the outside shot, according to Dillard.
"We recruited [Barbosa] because we
CHRIS LKBTDMsenior photographer
felt
like we needed immediate help at the
Freshman forward Cavell Johnson (44)
guard
spot," Dillard said. "He has shown
takes a Jump shot In front of a defender.
us that he can play at either of the posi-

44

[Barbosa] has got ball-handling
skills and can penetrate [the
paint]. We are very pleased with
his play thus far.
Sherman Dillard
men's basketball coach

55
tions — the one or the two spots for us.
He had an outstanding high school career
and, so far, he has done everything we
have asked of him.
"[Barbosa] has got ball-handling
skills and can penetrate [the paint]. We
are very pleased with his play thus
far," Dillard added.
Revamping the frontcourt for the
Dukes was a necessity, as they lost three
solid post players at the end of last
year. JMU was able to bring in both
freshmen center Eddie Greene-Long
and forward Cavell Johnson to.help
bolster a short — by basketball stan-

dards — yet athletic bunch of players.
"Cavell is probably the most athletic of
the group," Dillard said. "He runs extremely well and has a really nice shooting touch
out to about 18 feet."
Not only are there six new freshman
players for Dillard to teach things to, of the
16 men on the roster, three are walk-ons.
Sophomore guard Baher Elgibali, freshman guard Chris Clarke and junior guard
John Goodman all made the team this fall.
"[Goodman] is a good shooter," Dillard
said. "That is one of the reasons we kept
him. He works hard, and gives us somebody on the [second] team that we have to
guard in practice."
At the moment, Dillard has Clarke, a
true freshman walk-on, slated as being the
backup point guard to Williams.
"Baher is a good shooter also," Dillard said. "He's one of those guys that
the players had a chance to play against
during the fall period.
"Broyles came to me and said,
'Coach, you ought to take a good look at
this guy (Elgibali).'"
Dillard believes that all the newcomers
have the potential to help the team in one
way or another, but he wants to see them
all get tougher and build their stamina,
which will come with experience.
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FRESH: Start brings excitement
FRESH, from page 13

"The bottom line is you have to lace
them up and go out and play," Dillard
said. "When you start putting pressure
on a 17- and 18-year-old kid, I don't think
you get the end result that you're looking
for ... it doesn't become fun anymore."
Saying the point guard and center
positions are the most difficult roles for
young players to adjust to, Dillard commended his freshmen for readily handling the steep learning curve that
comes with playing college basketball.
"I've had to be more patient than I've
ever been in my years as a head coach in
teaching and working with these young
guys," Dillard said. "I refuse to give
them that excuse that they're young."
Make no mistake about it, Broyles
and Williams must lead the team —
both on and off the court — if it wants
to be competitive in a league as deep
as the CAA.
"I think there's a great deal of pressure [on Broyles and Williams]," Dillard
said of his two senior leaders. "I think
they need to show the way for these
guys in everything they do — how they
behave on and off the court, how they
conduct themselves in practices, how
they handle adverse situations and how
they respond to me as a coach. They've
done a good job in that regard so far."
While the second-leading scorer in
JMU history (Dillard) admits he will
have to be patient for this group to grow
and develop. Dillard said he is ready to
throw the younger players into the fire
come time for CAA competition.
"I expect them to compete, be scrappy, and let it all hang out on the floor,"
Dillard said. "Games will be won on the

CHRIS LABZDAJsenior photographer

Senior forward/guard Dwayne Broyles looks to pass to the low post In last Thursday's exhibition game at the Convocation Center. Broyles and point guard Chris Wilfl*ris are the only seniors on a roster, which includes eight new faces.

court, and I think our conference will be
a dogfight this year."
JMU will meet UVa. for the first
time in 20 years Dec. 16, when the
Dukes travel to Charlottesville.
Broyles and red-shirt sophomore forward David Cooper especially are
excited about going up against the
Cavaliers, an Atlantic Coast Conference opponent.
"I'm really looking forward to playing
against UVa.; we played pickup with
them a lot this summer and they were
cocky," Broyles said.
Cooper said, "They (UVa.) didn't
seem too enthused to play us. I'm looking forward to facing the challenge, and
1 think our freshmen are ready to play
them, too."
Cooper said he thinks the talent and
enthusiasm he has seen so far helps
make up for the minimal experience and
numerous newcomers to the team.
"The outlook for this year is to win
games, and we have a whole bunch of
KRISTY NICOLICH//)fe*» editor new faces," Cooper said.
In the scrimmage against Czech
The Dukes try to bring down a rebound
Select,
Dillard frequently went to a
In their final exhibition game before
three-guard
lineup that may become
the start of the 2003 04 season.

—66
I'm really looking forward to
playing against [the University
of Virginia]. We played pickup
with them a lot this summer...
— Dwayne Broyles
senior forward/guard
"

familiar this season. Broyles' versatility
in playing three positions may allow
Williams to slide to the shooting guard
position with Barbosa assuming some
of the point guard duties. Once Freeman, Moret and Kossepka return from
their respective injuries, a variety of
lineups emphasizing the Dukes'
improved speed and athleticism could
be implemented.
"I'm still trying to decide on a rotation and, hopefully, we can get that done
in the next week ... and you'll see more
consistent play out of us," Dillard said

Nov. 6. "Hopefully, on Nov. 22, we'll be
very, very solid as a basketball team."
Dillard cited Cooper's versatility and
sophomore guard John Naparlo emerging as a preseason surprise as key contributors to this team.
"David Cooper has some ball-handling ability, can shoot from the
perimeter and has the quickness [to
play small forward,] yet we can play
him inside because he has the toughness and the bouncing ability," Dillard said. "He's a very active player
who plays with a great deal of passion, and brings a level of emotion to
practices and games."
Broyles wasn't shy about his expectations for the 2003-'04 Dukes. The senior
captain wants nothing more than to end
his JMU career with an appearance in
the NCAA tournament.
"I definitely want to experience the 'big
dance' this year," said Broyles, adding that
he thinks his team has a realistic shot at
winning the CAA tournament.
JMU's will open its season when it
tips off with a home contest against
Furman University, Saturday at 7 p.m.
in the Convocation Center.
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COOPER: Transfer
adds toughness to JMU
COOPER, from page 14

"I believe it depends on how we handle diversity — if we lose a game,
how we bounce back; if we lose a possession, how we bounce back. Going
through the storms will definitely
make us a stronger team," he said.
Cooper not only expects a lot from
the team this year, but he also is looking to himself to play a key role in the
team's success.
"I'm looking forward to playing
hard," he said. "I have a couple
years of understanding college basketball. I want to come in and help
contribute right away.
"And do not let the fact that I'm
coming from a [Division II] school
fool you," Cooper said. "The Northeast-10 [Conference] is one of the best
Division II conferences in the country
— the competition is very underrated.
"Some Qi these guys are Division
I players and just couldn't make
the grades. It was a very competitive league. Some of those guys
were 26, 27 — they were men, but
ineligible to play Division I college
ball," Cooper said.
CHRIS LABTDNsenior photographer
Broyles knows that the year Cooper spent at SNHU has provided him
Red-shirt sophomore forward David Cooper dribbles the ball while eyeing the
with the skills he will need to be able
court for an open teammate in the Dukes' exhibition win over EA Sports.

NAPARLO: Living, playing
dream of Division I basketball
NAPARLO, from page 15

he has a year of experience over some of
these younger guys," Dillard said.
In JMU's first exhibition this year
against the Czech Select team, Naparlo
was third on the team in scoring with
13 points while playing 22 minutes.
In the team's next exhibition game
against the EA Sports Southeast AllStars, he started at the two guard position and managed to score 6 points
with several assists.
It seems that his off-season work
has paid off early.
"Last year, I didn't have a lot of confidence in my shot, and I worked a lot over
the summer," Naparlo said. "And coach
has faith in me right now."
But, for Naparlo, the scholarship
isn't just about receiving a free college
education. It is the fulfillment of a
dream to play Division I basketball,

—44
Last year, I didn 't have a lot of
confidence in my shot, and I
worked a lot over the summer.
And coach has faith in me...
—John Naparlo
sophomore shooting guard

99
which he has had since he was young.
It is about earning a spot on the team
and finishing what he started.
"This is definitely my dream and I
knew I wanted to play any way I
could, and the scholarship is just toppings," Naparlo said.

44
I have a couple years of
understanding college
basketball. I want to come in
and help contribute right away.
— David Cooper
red-shirt sophomore forward

99
add to the Dukes this year.
"He's going to help with the scoring,
rebounding and defensively he'll bring
a lot to the table," Broyles said. "Coop
also brings toughness to our team. I
definitely think he is going to help us
out a lot this year."
Dillard echoed Broyles' thoughts,
as he knows that Cooper's experience and ability will help to make
him a big contributor this year.
"He's going to be a very good player
for us," Dillard said. "He's an
extremely hardworking individual,
and plays with a great deal of passion. So far, he's shown me that he
could star in the league."

CHRIS LABZDA/
senior photographer

Sophomore guard
John Naparlo gets
ready to shoot a 3pointer during the
preseason exhibition
game against EA
Sports last Thursday.
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All-CAA First Tea

CAA

Troy Godwin

Center

Virginia Commonwealth University
6'6" senior, Suffolk

Adam Hess

Forward

The College of William & Mary
6'7" senior, Grosse Pointe, Mich.

Kenny Adeleke

Forward
Hofstra University
6'8" junior. Queens, N.Y.

Virginia Commonwealth University
6' 1" senior, Chesterfield

a

center

jUniv
Vams

Alex Loughton

Old Dominion University
6'9" sophomore, Perth, Australia

Forward/guard

Old Dominion University
6' 1" senior, Bronx, N.Y.

Cyndy Wilks

Virginia Commonwealth University
5'10" senior, Bridgeton. N.J.

Cherie Lea

University of North Carolina-Wilmington
5'9" junior, Blanch, N.C.

Guard

Jen Derevjanik

George Mason University
5*7" senior, Staten Island, N.Y.

Forward

University of North Carolina-Wilmington
6'7" sophomore, Rowlett, Texas

Mike Ames

University of Delaware
6'3" senior, Phoenixville, Pa.

Phil Goss

Guard

Drexel University
6' 1" junior. Temple Hills, Md.
;—:—

▲ A

.'

CAA

Corrina Turner

Old Dominion University
6'5" sophomore, Miami, Fla.

Forward

K I
Anthony Terrell

Guard

Center

Dwayne Broyles

James Madison University
6'6" senior. Canton, Ohio

,,77—77-—T——-7

Monique Coker

All-CAA Second Team

CAA

1

Forward

Guard

e

Vanessa Neamo

George Mason University
5' 10" senior, Lanham, Md.

Guard

LJi

Dominic Jones

Guard

V I

I
i M

George Mason University
6'5" senior, Springfield

■

v it

Mark Davis

Guard

I

Forward

CAA

Tracy Morgan

University of North Carolina-Wilmington
6'0" senior, Cincinnati, Ohio

Guard

Shareese Grant

Old Dominion University
5'8" junior, Virginia Beach

Guard

Jennifer Kapper

University of North Carolina-Wilmington
5*7" senior, Waynesvillc. Ohio

Guard

Julie Sailor

University of Delaware
5'10" junior, Washington Crossing, Pa.

, .„„,fc o 4,i,ir Wrs I leinel (men) and senior writer Drew Wilson (women). Photos courtesy o
men's and women's), vcuand
wiinv.jmu.edu.photograph},
^r^ttJ^.^2^«^*«
^fstra.eduWietic^.caa
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